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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
While Murray State University
deals with decreasing State dollars,
private assets
have grown to
more than $50
million for the
first time in the
school's history.
MS U's
Foundation
its
lists
at
resources
Alexander
$51,367,135
which includes cash and cash
equivalents, investments, property,
equipment and other assets. The
annual total has tripled since 1994.
and more than $21 million of those
funds have been raised since 2000.
University President Dr. F. King
Alexander announced the private
funding milestone during a joint
meeting of the school's Foundation
Board of Trustees and Alumni
Board of Governors on Saturday in
the Murray Room at the Regional
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Pullout won't hurt ties between U.S., Spain
By The Associated Press
MADRID, Spain (AP) —
Spain's withdrawal of its troops
from Iraq should not harm its
longterm relations with the United
States, the new foreign minister said
in remarks published Monday,
adding that his country will remain
steadfast in the fight against terrorism.
Miguel
Minister
Foreign
Moratinos also said the government
of Prime Minister Jose Luis
Rodriguez Zapatero will honor
Spain's pledges at the recent Iraq
Donor's Conference and help in
Iraq's reconstruction and transition
to democracy.
"We're not washing our hands"
of the situation, Moratinos said in an
interview today in the El Pais newspaper.
On Sunday Zapatero ordered the

The following is an event that
are of Interest to our readers:
NOTICES
•The Calloway County/Murray
City Local Emergency Planning
Committee will meet today at 3
p.m. in Room 146 of the Industrial
& Technical Building at Murray
State. This summer's disaster drill
will be discussed.
•The Murray-Calloway County
Park Board will meet Monday at 6
p.m. at the Chamber of
Commerce. John Randolph is listed on the agenda.
Murray Planning
• The
Commission will meet at 5 p.m.
Tuesday at city hall. The agenda
includes a public hearing to set the
zoning for about 20 acres on the
southeast corner of Ky. 94 West
and Robertson Road South.
•The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in session Tuesday
at 7 p.m. at the Weaks Center. On
the agenda are items regarding
property acquisition, Rape Crisis
Center budget request, Murray
Main Street presentation and special project and 2004-05 budget
presentations from the MurrayCalloway Transit Authority.
•Marshall County High School
will host a public forum on Land
Between the Lakes proposed
usage plan by the U.S. Forest
Service. The forum will be
Tuesday from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
•The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday. The agenda includes
a review of the parking requirements for 503 Poplar St., which is
Dr. Thomas Muehleman's business.

Jose Luis
Rodriguez Zapatero
Spain's Prime Minister
1,300 troops to return home as soon
as possible, fulfilling a campaign
pledge to a nation recovering from
terrorist bombings that al-Qaida militants said were reprisal for Spain's
support of the war.
"This decision should not affect
bilateral relations between Spain and

the United States," Moratinos said.
He said aside from the issue of Iraq,
Spain's agenda with the United
States would be "wider and more
attractive" under Zapatero.
Zapatero issued the abrupt recall
just hours after his government was
sworn in, saying there was no sign
-the United States would meet his
demand for United Nations control
of the postwar occupation — his
ultimatum for keeping troops there.
Zapatero's Socialist party won
the March 14 general election amid
allegations that outgoing Prime
Minister Jose Maria Aznar. by backing the war in Iraq, had provoked
commuter-train terrorist bombings
t hat killed 191 people three days
before the vote.
Though Zapatero, a 43-year-old

AP F3,-1,,

An Iraqi woman passes a U.S. Army soldier sitting next to a tank
at a checkpoint at the entrance of the embattled Baghdad suburb of Abu Ghraib Sunday.
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North students offer gifts
of learning to Iraq children
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The words of children can say so much, even in a
time of war. They are concerned with their country's
progress, but they also don't want to see anybody get
hurt.
Usually, though, while adults are discussing their dislikes of the enemy country, strategies on winning or
organizing protests, one subject almost always comes to
a child's mind. The enemy has kids, too, as in the United
States' latest engagement with Iraq.
"I know a lot of their kids are not as privileged as we
are here," said 11-year-old Amber Sanders, one of many
students at North Calloway Elementary School believing that, even though Iraq is at war with the U.S., it is
unacceptable for the children of that country to not have
something as simple as paper and crayons. So, the
school is in the midst of a project to correct that.
"When you start thinking about it more, you figure if
they can't afford any paper to do their work, where do
they get their clothes and other things?" she asked.
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North's attempt to show it cares
for Iraq's children is the brainchild
of kindergarten teacher Jeannie
Russell, who has a sister that has
returned from a long tour of duty
with the U.S. forces there. Capt.
Tonia Shaw, a 1987 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
part of the 323rd Military
from
Intelligence
Battalion
Maryland and told Russell what she
Russell
had seen, particularly at a school in
a suburb of Baghdad that was sponsored by the 323rd.
"The kids there just have nothing," Russell said,
remembering how her sister had inquired about the possibility of being sent leftover crayons and partially used
pieces of paper. "That tells you right there that it's pretty bad, especially for a primary school.
"So,I grit to thinking ... what better place than another school to give those kids some help?"

responded to their North 16th Street
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
residence to investigate a 911 hangStaff Writer
up call. Chiles, 21: faces three
The attorney for a Murray State charges — second-degree hindering
University basketball player and a prosecution, possession of marijuaformer teammate waived their na and possession of drug parapherarraignments for drug-related nalia. Brown, who was dismissed
offenses this morning in Calloway from the team last week, is charged
District Court.
with possession of marijuana, posRick Larnkin entered an innocent session of drug paraphernalia and
plea on behalf of his clients, Kelvin theft by unlawful taking of less than
Brown and Adam Chiles. The two $300.
men face multiple offenses for an
Chiles told police he and a
alleged March 13 incident at their female were the only people at the
off-campus apartment. Lamkin also residence, but officers found
filed a request for discovery, mean- Brown, 21, hiding in a closet.
ing he is asking the county attorney Chiles, a junior, was charged with
to turn over evidence before May 4 hindering prosecution.'according to
when the attorneys meet for a pre- his arrest citation.
trial conference.
Police also served Brown, a junThe next court date for Brown ior forward, with a warrant for theft
,and Chiles has not been set yet.
by unlawful taking of less than $300
"Today is the first step in a long stemming from an alleged incident
journey," Lamkin said.
at Pocket's Shell at the corner of
Adam Chiles, the Racers' start- 12th and Chestnut streets earlier in
ing point guard, and Kelvin Brown, March. MPD officers then executed
who was the team's second leading a search warrant and discovered
scorer last season, were arrested
March 13 after Murray Police

•See Page 2

Powerball may draw
more Tennessee players
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP) —
In the three months since lottery
sales began in Tennessee, Paul
Cressend has yet to buy a ticket in
his home state.
Instead, the health insurance
salesman tries his luck in Georgia,
Florida and Kentucky.
That's because all three participate in either Mega Millions or
Powerball, multistate games that
award jackpots in the hundreds of
millions of dollars. Tennessee's
highest prize for state-sponsored
games is $1 million.
"If they had big enough jackpots
I'd buy" lottery tickets in
Tennessee, Cressend said as he
waited in line for a car wash at a
Brentwood gas station. "It's all bad
odds. but I'd probably take the
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risk."
Cressend's spending habits may
change this week when Tennessee
joins 25 other states. Washington.
D.C., and the U.S. Virgin Islands as
a member of Powerball, the nation's
largest multistate game with a jackpot that has been as high as $314.9
million.
Tennessee already offers 19
scratchoff games and one pingpongball-style drawing. While those
have been successful, the top prizes
— ranging from $500 to SI million
— just aren't large enough for
everyone.
"Some people only play for very.
very large jackpots," Tennessee
Lottery CEO Rebecca Paul said.
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Historic Proclamation

•Foundation ...
tently growing loyalty that they believe they are contributing to the betterment of the university and students."
A study of the foundation resources also showed
assets of $5,086 per full-time student enrolled. Murray
State n-ails only UofL and UK campuses and records
almost $1,000 more per student than Tennessee Tech,
which holds the fourth-highest spot in that category,
according to information Alexander presented.
"These resources give us a chance to provide opportunities in an environment that is increasingly difficult,"

From Front
Special Events Center.
Topping $51 million places Murray State the fourth
highest among 13 public regional universities in
Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana. Missouri and Tennessee.
according to information Alexander presented. Only the
University of Kentucky, the University of Louisville
and Western Kentucky University hold more private
assets.
"These resources in no way are to substitute the loss
of state funds, but they do provide a margin of excellence. They allow us to be among the best institutions,"
Alexander said in an interview after the press conference.
Alexander said he expects to increase private funding and close the gap among other universities. WKU
lists its resources at $56.4 million.
"We can't wait to see what the next 10 years will
bring this university," he said. With this momentum,
the sky is the limit."
Private donations are playing a larger role in public
education. Alexander said alumni and friends of the
university seem to understand that and have grown their
contributions consistently, despite a tight economy.
"What we don't see is an ebb and flow of donations in
fluctuating economic times," he said. "There is consis-

Alexander said.
The MSU Foundation manages private contributions, including state matching funds for the Bucks for
Brains program. The Alumni Association is the body
that often generates contributions, the president said.
He said university donors most often lean toward supporting students and significant dollars go toward
scholarships and other student opportunities.
"In addition to benefiting students, income from
investments provides support and services to operating
segments of the university as well as faculty and staff,"
MSU Foundation Director Tim Miller said in a release.
"The foundation was created to serve the university and
the size of the endowment reflects the favorable experiences associated with Murray State by our donors."

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

specifying April 20 as National Historic
City of Murray Mayor Tom Rushing signed a proclamation
document while watched by sevSchools Day in the city. Here, the mayor is shown signing the
from Murray Middle School,
class
m
journalis
eral students of Katie Carpenter's seventh-grade
on that campus in coorproject
building
current
the
to
pertaining
who is in the midst of research
Street.
Main
dination with Murray

•Children ...
From Front

•MSU
From Front
marijuana seeds, stems and residue
and drug paraphernalia, including
scales and glass containers with
marijuana residue.
Lamkin said the theft incident
was not investigated thoroughly
because witnesses have told the
attorney Brown was not the person
who stole gas from the store.
"I am certain some of these
charges will be dropped," he said.
"Some of the charges against Kelvin
Brown should have never been

brought. He didn't take anything. which he was a passenger was
Any proper investigation would stopped. Ba4etball transfer Preston
have shown that. That charge initiat- "Trey" Pearson III, 19, was charged
with underage driving under the
ed everything else."
possession of marijuana,
influence,
Also in court this morning,
failure to wear
insurance,
no
having
and
t
arraignmen
the
waived
Lamkin
entered an innocent plea for Murray a seatbelt and driving without his
State football walk-on William license in possession. according to
Michael Waycaster. Waycaster's the Murray Police Department.
Pearson is scheduled for an
attorney. Robert Prince' of Benton,
arraignment Tuesday afternoon in
Ky., had a scheduled conflict.
Waycaster is charged with pos- Calloway District Court. Lamkin
session of marijuana and possession also represents Pearson and said he
of drug paraphernalia. He was would waive his client's appearance
arrested April 1 when the vehicle in as he did for the others today.
II
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Several classes at North have joined in this quest, but
it seems to be the older, more-experienced fifth graders
that have taken to the project most. By Friday, a drive
that was started just a few days earlier had amassed
enough materials to fill a pair of large boxes.
However, what has struck teacher Susan Earheart is
that even though the students were specifically told that
partially-used paper and broken crayons would work,
some have decided to donate items still brand new.
"What can I say? They're just great kids." she said,
citing how children of that grade seem to know a little
more about "big" issues. -They seem to understand
things a little more. We've had discussions about the
Civil War. In fact, where the North side brought picnic
lunches and the women wore their parasols to the first
battle and everybody found out it wasn't going to be so
easy as they thought. That's kind of what's happened

•Spain ...
From Front
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(with the U.S. and Iraq).
"We try to get them to be community minded.
though, and they just took it upon themselves to do
this," Earheart added. "I mean, we had kids asking us
the first day it was announced, 'Can we bring clean
paper?' We'd tell they didn't have to do that, but they
did it anyway. I'd say we have more new paper than old
paper right now. I'm just so proud of them."
The project will continue through the end of the
school year for the students. Russell did say she hopes
to find a non-profit organization of some type to help
with transporting the items to U.S. military officials
who can make sure they reach their intended destination.
And through a load of crayons and paper, perhaps a
little slice of peace and understanding can be had.That's
what fifth grader Justin Downs hopes."We already have
all the paper we need. I just want to make their parents
happy that their children are happy," he said.

lawyer and career politician, had
promised to remove Spanish troops,
his immediate action was a setback
for the United States as Moratinos
prepared to travel to Washington to
discuss the dispute with Secretary of
State Colin Powell. He was scheduled to leave Tuesday.
The Bush administration has

been eager to maintain an iriternational veneer on the increasingly
besieged coalition force in Iraq,
which is dominated by its 130,000
American troops.
In a five-minute address.,
Zapatero said he had ordered
Defense Minister Jose Bono to "do
what is necessary..."

•Powerball
From Front
of 24
"When you join a multi-jurisdictional game you use the power
games to create the very large jackpots they want."
was getZippy Brown, a clerk at the convenience store where Cressend
Powerball
when
about
questions
daily
receives
he
said
washed,
car
his
ting
will begin in Tennessee.
"It's already a zoo here, and this is going to make it worse," Brown said
for
of Powerball. "People want the big money. They're tired of working

I
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Plecisc call for an appointment.

someone else."
are
Powerball tickets were to go on sale in Tennessee today. Drawings
held every Wednesday and Saturday at 9:59 p.m. Central time.
For $1, players will select five numbers, each from Ito 53, plus a sixth
milnumber from Ito 42 for the Powerball. The minimum jackpot is $10
lion and grows each week until there is a winner. Overall odds of winning
are I in 36.
Last week's jackpot rose to $75 million.

Must present coupon.
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Church prays for kidnapped soldier's return

Obituaries

BATAVIA, Ohio (AP) - Members of a
church where an Army reservist taken hostage
CHURCHILL-LML
in Iraq once attended youth services prayed on
71.4
Sunday for his safe return.
& Crematory
II *,f ,‘I HOW
About 900 people attended two morning
753-7000
services at First Baptist Church of Glen Este,
near where 20-year-old Pfc. Keith M. Maupin
Dora Hayes Blakemore
grew up about 20 miles east of Cincinnati.
The funeral of Dora Hayes Blakemore will be at 1 p.m. today at the Trinity
Funeral Home chapel. The Rev. Kenneth Humphreys will officiate. Burial will
Many wore yellow ribbons and wiped away
follow at Cedar Hill Church Cemetery, Cottage Grove, Tenn.
tears during the service.
Pallbearers will be friends of the family.
"My Country 'Tis of Thee" and "America
Visitation will be from 9 a.m. today to the time of the funeral.
the Beautiful" mixed with traditional church
Dora Hayes Blakemore, 75, Mimosa Drive, Paris, Tenn., died Wednesday.
April 14, 2004, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
hymns in the patriotic service, and members
Born Nov. 23, 1928, in Paris, she was the daughter of the late Sam Hayes
said the Pledge of Allegiauce along with their
and Edna VanDyke Hayes.
Survivors include her husband, William Blakemore; a brother, Sammy' prayers.
"We all must have hope-great hope -that
Hayes, Paris; other relatives and friends.
God will deliver Matt Maupin and give the famMabel Gallagher
ily strength," Pastor Brent Snook said. He
Mabel Gallagher, 94, Murray, died Saturday. April 17, 2004 at 5:39 a.m. at
referred to the soldiers in Iraq as hems and he
West View Nursing Home.
prayed that God be with them and their famiShe was a member of University Church of Christ.
She was born March 18, 1910 in Greenville to the late George Wells and
lies.
Pearl Lile Wells. She was preceded in death by her husband George S.
Maupin, known as Matt, has been missing
Gallagher, who died in 2()01.
his convoy was attacked April 9 outside
since
She is survived by her two sons, David Gallagher, Fulton, and John
In footage first shown Friday on Arab
two
Baghdad.
Michigan;
Aborez,
Gallagher and wife Debbie, Murray; one sister, Mary
grandchildren, Caroline Stinker and husband Corp. Jeffery Stinker and Erica
TV, Maupin did not appear hurt but was surGallagher; one great grandson, Riley Stinker.
rounded by insurgents who offered to exchange
Funeral services will be held Tuesday at 11 a.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral
him for imprisoned Iraqis.
Home with Hollis Miller officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Maupin, who has been in Iraq for two
Gardens.
Visitation will be after 5 p m. Monday at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
months, was the first U.S. serviceman and second American confirmed kidnapped in a recent.

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home

Edith C. Cornelison

Edith C. Cornelison, 83, West Paducah, died Saturday, April 17, 2004 at
5:50 p.m. at her home.
She was a homemaker and member of Bethel Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. She is a native of Quakertown. Penn.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Norman Erney and Edith
Auringer Emey and three sisters.
She is survived by her husband of 62 years, Robert B. Cornelison; one
daughter, Donna Calhoun and her husband Lamont, Kevil; two sons, Blaine
Law Cornelison and his wife Joan VanDorn Cornelison, Portsmouth, Va., and
Robert E. Cornelison, Murray; seven grandchildren; two great grandchildren:
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be today at 7 p.m. at Milner & Orr Funeral Home in
Paducah with the Rev. Paul Tucker officiating. Burial will be Wednesday at 10
am. at Goose Pond Cemetery in Scottsboro, Ala.'
Visitation will be from 5 to 7 p.m. today at the funeral home.
Memorial contributions can be made to Bethel Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, 12304 Wickliffe Road, Kevil, Ky.,42053.

Everett (Charger) Bryant

Everett tCharger) Bryant, G. Pound Road, New Concord, died Friday.
April 16, 2004 at 1:45 p.m. at his home.
He was former president of the Fraternal Order of the Eagles and a member of the American Legion in Indiana. He was born Feb. 6, 1921, to the late
Vernie Cecil Bryant and Ida Mae Halfhill Bryant. He was preceded in death
by his wife Dorothy Cline Bryant, and two brothers, Bill. Bryant and Cecil
Bryant.
He is survived by two daughters, Linda Jackson of New Concord and
Cheryl Keller and husband Thomas of Indianapolis, Ind.; one step-son,
Raymond Midgett and wife Trudy of Palestine, Ill. and one brother Clifford
Bryant of Danville, Ind.
- Funeral services will be 1 p.m. Tuesday at Imes-Miller Funeral Home with
the Rev. Kendrick Lewis officiating. Burial will follow at Lincoln Memorial
Gardens in Whitestown, Ind.
Visitation will be after 4 p.m. today at the funeral home.

string of abductions.
Photos of Maupin were projected on a screen
behind the pulpit on Sunday, one in uniform and
one as a teenager. Snook said Maupin was not a
member but had attended some youth activities
at the church with friends when he was in his
teens.
Snook's sermon focused on the Bible's hook
of Job, about a man who keeps his faith even.
though God tests him with terrible ordeals.
"No matter how big the emergency. there is
always hope in Jesus Christ," Snook said. Some
in the congregation responded,"Amen."
His sermon referred often to the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
"Now two and a half years later it hits ever
closer to home, as we have seen one of our own
held at gunpoint by a hooded terrorist." he said.
Church member Mary Allen, 55, of Amelia,
said after the service that she has been praying
for Maupin and the other soldiers in Iraq.
"Prayer is the answer to everything," Allen
said. "I don't know the Maupin family, but my
heart goes out to them, and I have no doubt that
if it's the Lord's will, Matt will be returned to
them safely." •
Lee Kresser, 53, of Cincinnati, said he hopes
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Rice denies claim that war decision came 3 months earlier than acknowledged
-(AP)
WASHINGTON
adviser
security
National
Condoleezza Rice forcefully disputed on Sunday an assertion that
President Bush decided in early
January 2003 to invade Iraq, three
months before official accounts say
the decision was made.
The statement, in Washington
Post reporter Bob Woodward's new
book about the run-up to war, is
"simply not, not right." Rice said.
Bush told reporters a prime-time
news conference on March 6 that a
U.N. Security Council resolution
authorizing action was days away.
Ten days later, having failed to win
approval, the resolution was withdrawn. and the assault began March
20.
Rice did not deny the private conversation between her and Bush just
after New Year's Day in which
Woodward said the decision was
made, but she said the writer had
misinterpreted what was said.
She said Woodward also misread
another comment attributed to her,
that since Defense Secretary Donald

Rumsfeld
H.
knew of the
"go" decision
and Secretary of
Colin
State
Powell did not,
perhaps Bush
tell
should
Powell.
the
In
January meetRice
ing, Rice said on
CBS' "Face the
Nation." she and
Bush were at the
president's ranch
Crawford,
in
Texas, considering the Iraq situation. In such
she
sessions,
said, Bush "kind
of thinks out
Woodward
loud."
said,
"He
'No, I think we probably are going to
have to go to war. We're going to
have to go to war.' And it was not a
decision to go to war," Rice said.

"That decision he made in March,
when he finally decided to do that."
She said the Powell misunderstanding grew from her comment to
Bush that "If you're beginning to
think that the diplomacy is not working, it's probably time to have a conversation with the secretary of state.
I'm sure he would have, in any case."
Rice said she meant that Bush
should ask Powell "his sense of how
the diplomacy was going" and that
Bush had thought diplomacy would
not succeed.
"But I just want it to be understood: That was not a decision to go
to war. The decision to go to war is in
March. The president is saying in that
conversation. I think the chances are
that this is not going to work out any

other way. We're going to have to go
to War.
Woodward also wrote in ,"Plan of
Attack" that Rumsfeld, Vice
President Dick Cheney and Air Force
Gen. Richard Myers,chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, told Prince
Bandar bin Sultan, the Saudi ambassador to Washington, about the war
plan on Jan. II. That was two days
before Bush told Powell. Woodward
wrote.
"I just can't let' this impression
stand," Rice said. "The secretary of
state was privy to all of the conversations with the president, all of the
briefings for the president. They were
in almost daily contact about what
was going on at the United Nations."

UP TO $100,000
OF LIFE INSURANCE
No Physicals•No Blood Test•

Morton Trucking
For all your white rock, red gravel and

dirt hauling needs.

ru -ro2,4y/
274:1-293-5001)
We will also remove unwanted stumps

CORRECTION
The All-You-Care-To-Eat Sunday Dinner
Special featured in The Bull Pen Steaks
& Spirits ad on Friday, April 16 &
Saturday, April 17 was incorrect. We are
sorry for any inconvenience.

NO MEETINGS WITH SALES PEOPLE
We handle everything by phone and mail
CALL TOLL -FREE

Come In & See What's New

1-866-829-7544

BUPE A'
-POLICY iSSuED BASED UPON ANSWEIRS TO HEALTH OUESTIONS AND MEDICAL 'HE,JFINIATigh

Enamelware From Poland

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

Cobalt Blue, Red, Gold, White
On Our Bridal Registry Slone Hutchison & Nick C,
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CALL US! 759-0203
It May Not Cost You Anything
To Have It Replaced!*

Jerry's Glass

Court Square, Murray, KY

A Full-Service Glass Shop

42071

270-753-3366 •800-444- 1854
Hours: 8:00 a m -6.00 p.m M -F

810 Sycamore St.• Murray • 270-759-0203
Offering Mobile & In-Shop Service For More Than 25 Years.
'See Us For Dotting
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LYONS, INC.
J.J.B. HILLIARD, W.L.
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MURRAY'S SPRING CITY-WIDE
YARD SALE
May 1, 2004
APPLICATION FOR PARTICIPATION

I

NAME:
CONTACT PERSON:
ADDRESS OF CONTACT PERSON:
YARD SALE LOCATION:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SALE ITEMS (use more paper it needed)

'Please enclose a $10 donation for partkipatIon. Your donations will be used to help
:over the cost of advertising and promotional materials Checks should be made payable

I

lo Freedom Fest There will be no rain date scheduled and no refunds given
'Official Spring City-Wide Yard Sale Maps will be available for $2 at the Murray Touns- I
I
Commission office located in the Commerce Centre on April 30 and May
Return payment and application by the

deadline date of April 23.2004 to

FREEDOKFEST

stmiesion
Murray TForeuerismmCFoem
P.O. Box 321
Murray. KY 42071

I Please contact the-Murray Tourism Commission at (2701759-2199 for any questions. I
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Budget bill is a strategic weapon
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AGREE OR NOT
By Todd Duvall

Following
Patton's
Example?
FRANKFORT - The 2004 legislative budget impasse may not
play out as uneventfully as the 2002
legislative budget impasse. when
then-Gov. Paul Patton operated
state government without a budget
approved by the House and Senate
for about nine months.
Gov. Ernie
Fletcher says
he's going to
follow
Patton's
example, but
any number
of problems
could arise to
make
Fletcher's job
far more
Fletcher

In 2002.
the House
and Senate
had agreed on
a budget with
the exception
of partial
public financing of the
2003 governor's'race.
The
Democratic
House insistPatton
ed on funding
it: the Republican Senate refused.
That single issue caused the deadlock.
So Patton simply took the rest of
the budget and implemented it by
executive order.
A suit was filed in Franklin
Circuit Court by State Treasurer
Jonathan Miller to determine the
legality of spending without a
budget. and Senate President David
Williams joined in. But the court
-took its time on the matter, and
once the General Assembly
approved a budget in 2003, the suit
was dismissed.
So the fundamental question of
what happens when there is no
budget as required by the constitution remains unanswered.
No one doubts the governor has
emergency powers to keep essential
government services operating even
without a budget. Staffing prisons.
of course. and keeping state hospitals open are essential services. But
is a state park golf course essential?
Library services?
Miller hasn't decided whether to
file yet another lawsuit seeking
court guidance, and Williams isn't
likely to question Fletcher's ability
to spend money as he sees fit.
There are, however, any number
of groups and individuals who may
he more than willing to go into
court and challenge Fletcher.
If. for example, Fletcher gives

state employees and teachers raises
less generous than approved by
either the House or Senate, those
groups could sue to enforce existing
state law that requires annual 5 percent raises. That law is routinely
suspended in the budget bill.
Or a handicapped citizen who
loses a state service under
Fletcher's spending plan could seek
a court order nullifying that plan
And a true anti-government
zealot could ask the courts to shut
down all but the most essential state
services indefinitely.
That isn't likely to happen, ot
course, because even the rabid partisans in the House and Senate
would agree to a quick special session to pass a budget under that
kind of threat.
Contrast the bitter budget debate
and political jockeyistg that ended
here last week with what has been
going on in neighboring Virginia,
which is facing a $1.2 billion budget deficit over the next two years.
Virginia's governor, Mark
Warner, is a Democrat. The Virginia
House and Senate are both controlled by Republicans. The budget
impasse in Richmond, however,
isn't over whether to raise taxes, but
instead is over how much to raise
taxes.
Warner is proposing $1 billion In
tax increases. The Senate Wants $2
billion. The House last week, with
moderate Republicans joining
Democrats, voted for $748 million
in higher taxes over two years.
The issue dividing Kentucky's
House and Senate, on the other
hand, is Fletcher's tax modernization plan that is "revenue neutral."
meaning some taxes go up and
some go down so there.is no immediate net tax increase.
In Richmond, they're fighting
over how high to raise taxes overall.
Fletcher may be able to get by
the budget crisis as easily as Patton.
Patton, however, was at the end of
his second term in office and in
general disgrace. Fletcher. on the
other hand, is just beginning his
first term, and he has plans and
projects he wants to get underway.
That won't happen because without
a budget. bonds can't be issued for
projects Fletcher says are key to
future economic development.
And the longer Fletcher's tax
modernization is delayed. the
longer it will be before those modern taxes begin generating growth
in state revenue to pay for
Fletcher's plans and projects.
It's a no-win situation even if the
courts don't get involved.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Legislation for the state budget has
become a strategic weapon, a tool
for leverage, in an escalating battle
for supremacy in the General
Assembly.
The parties in
power —
Republicans in
the Senate.
Democrats in
the House —
guard the
weapon jealously. In both
chambers, the
opposition
Capitol
minority is
denied more
Ideas
than token input.
By Charles
Opposition
Wolfe
AP Statehouse amendments are
not allowed.
Reporter
The House
and Senate called it quits last
Tuesday night, unable or unwilling
to compromise on a budget bill.
The hang-up was not the mundane division and dispersal of
money for the new biennium,
which begins July I. It was that the
Senate's budget version, which
Republican leaders kept under
wraps until Day 57 of the 60-day
session, contained a surprise —

Now it's a legislative election
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's proposed tax
year. The GOP is bent on gaining
plan.
control of the House and completFletcher's plan was a combination of tax cuts and tax increases — ing its sweep. Knowing that, House
Democratic leaders were detercuts on businesses and personal
mined to avoid a vote on Fletcher's
income, increases mainly on contax plan, which they began calling
sumer products such as cigarettes,
"the Republican tax ikreael-"
beer, liquor and wine and on satelFletcher, Senate President David
lite television services.
Williams and other Republicans
The plan was introduced in the
have been lashing the Democrats.
House as a separate bill. The
House's Democratic leadership sup.. especially House Speaker Jody
Richards, as obstructionists.
pressedit, so Senate Republicans
Fletcher said he intended to press
tried to force it into the budget.
that message far.and wide. "The
The precedent was set in 2002.
bottom line is, they weed against
The Senate held out for a budget
jobs for Kentucky," he said.
that would do away with public
At the same time, Democrats
financing of gubernatorial camhave the Senate on record as voting
paigns — a system that had been
designed to make candidates accept for the tax plan. The vote on the
Senate budget was 22-0-16. All 22
spending limits and which handRepublicans voted for it: all 16
cuffed Republicans, who could
Democrats abstained.
raise more money.
"I'm sure there will be lots of
Democrats refused. No budget
finger pointing on both sides," said
was passed. and then-Gov. Paul
Patton ran the state for nine months Democratic Sen. Ed Worley of
Richmond, the Senate minority.
on an "executive spending plan."
leader. "But in the end, Democrats
But Republicans got an issue —
would not say 'yes' to the gover"welfare for politicians" — and
nor's tax increase."
eventually got their way. Public
It remains to be seen which lines
financing now is an irrelevant shell
on the statute books, and Fletcher is will resonate with voters this fall.
governor, having won the campaign
Not passing a budget on time
finance battle as well as the 2003
actually is bigger news in Kentucky
election.

than in some other states, such as
New York, where the budget has
been late for 20 straight years.
Reasons are varied, according to
a report by the National Conference
of State Legislatures. Among the
factors:
III Open-ended legislative sessions. Kentucky's constitution limits the General Assembly's duration. Many state constitutions do
not, and those states are especially
prone to late budget-passing.
In neighboring Virginia, the
Legislature should have adjourned
a month ago but still was trying to
pass a budget last week. Seven
states failed to pass budgets on time
in 2002, Kentucky among them.
The other six had no session limits
III Super majority requirements
for appropriations bills. California
requires a two-thirds majority, tops
in the nation. Its budget has been
late in 13 of the last 17 years.
II Extreme fiscal conditions —
extremely good as well as extremely bad. In the flush 1990s, several
state budgets were late because it
took legislatures longer to decide
what to do with unexpectedly high
revenues.
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporterfor The Associated Press

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Nancy Benac

Candidates navigate expressions offaith

"Most religiously active people, and certainly
religious beliefs and public policy stances is getWASHINGTON (AP)— Since the days of
most Catholics, have been convinced that Bush
ting a closer look this year in part because of
John F. Kennedy, modern politicians have tried
is very sincere about his religious convictions.
increasing impatience among some Catholic
to have it both ways on matters.of religion —
even if they disagree with him," said Hudson.
espousing personal religious beliefs that at times leaders with politicians who claim the faith but
say they don't want to legislate personal beliefs. "People have yet to be convinced that Kerry is
are at odds with their public policy pronounceas sincere." "
Earlier this year, for example, Archbishop
ments.
Bush frequently invokes religion in his public
Raymond L. Burke of St. Louis said he would
Democrat John Kerry is the latest eandidate
and draws strong support from conserremarks
views.
his
of
because
Kerry
to
communion
deny
to navigate this terrain, offering himself as a
Archbishop Sean P. O'Malley of Boston, Kerry's vative Christians.
practicing and believing Roman Catholic who
Kerry doesn't usually address religion directhometown, suggested a similar penalty for those
nonetheless holds positions contrary to the
but
ly
often casts his policy decisions in terms of
the
naming
without
church
the
with
conflict
in
teachings of his church. Kerry supports abortion
moral imperatives rooted in faith. Asked about
senator.
rights, stem cell research, the death penalty for
his policy differences with the church. Kerry has
The nation's Catholic bishops late last year
terrorists and civil unions for gay couples — all
said,"I'm not running to be a Catholic president.
created a task force to consider whether to recopposed by the church hierarchy.
I'm running to be a president who happens to be
President Bush, to a much lesser extent, occa- ommend sanctions against Catholic politicians
Catholic."
teachings.
church
to
contrary
policies
favor
who
sionally has found himself at odds with leaders
Kerry's base of support includes nonreligious
to
access
denying
are
options
the
Among
when
as
prominent
his
of
denomination,
Todd Duvall is an editorial writer
voters,
and he also is supported by a majority of
used
be
might
that
hospitals
or
schools
Catholic
in
war
against
the
Methodist leaders preached
for The State Journal in Frankfort.
non-conservative religious voters, as well as
for campaign events to denying communion and
Iraq as a violation of God's law.
nonwhite evangelicals and Catholics. according
seeking excommunication.
But candidates who disagree with their
a new bipartisan Battleground 2004 poll.
to
Cardinal
by
headed
is
force
task
The
church leaders aren't necessarily always in disThe significance of religion in this year's
Theodore McCarrick, the Washington archbishagreement with their fellow parishioners — also
is still a matter of debate.
campaign
on
McCarrick
privately
with
met
Kerry
op.
as
known
voters.
Wolfe predicted that with so much focus on
Thursday for 45 minutes in what was characterAmerican Catholics. for example, disagree
Iraq and the Sept. II terror attacks, the election
ized as a get-to-know -you session. It was not
with their church on birth control and a number
is unlikely to turn on cultural issues. But Hudson
came
force
task
the
of
work
the
whether
known
of other issues "and they're not going to punish
said that in a close race, the importance of reliCatholic politicians for sharing their views," said up.
McCarrick declined comment on the fleeting. giously active voters cannot he underestimated.
Alan Wolfe, a Boston College political scientist
He pointed to exit polls showing that Bush drew
But a few days earlier he seemed open to some
and author of several books tracking social and
support from 47 percent of Catholic voters in the
sort of sanctions, if not ready to go so far as to
religious trends.
razor-tight 2000 election, up 10 percentage
deny communion. "I think there are many of us
"American Catholic politicians pay very little
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
points from Republican Bob Dole's showing
would feel that there are certain restrictions
who
the
attention
that
to
idea
as
their
votes
public
20510
D.C.
Washington,
301 Cannon House Office Building
four years earlier.
we might put on people. that there are certhat
servants
should
guided
by
he
and
their
religion,
1-202-225-3115 (Washington
www house.gov/whitfield
Lake. the Democratic pollster. said Bush has
tain sanctions that we may put on people," he
most American Catholics completely support
seen some slippage in support among Catholics.
told "Fox News Sunday.""But I think many of
that,"
Wolfe
said.
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
which she said could be particularly important in
us would not like to use the Eucharist as part of
In Kerry's case, his religion is "creating an
Midwest
battleground states that are heavily
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
sanctions."
the
affinity for him among Catholics," despite his
Catholic, such as Wisconsin and Missouri.
1-202-224-4343
Catholic conservative Deal Hudson, editor of
www Jim bunning@bunning.senate goy
disagreements with church teachings, said
Crisis magazine, said that for religiously active
Democratic pollster Celinda Lake.
Nancy Benac has covered government and
voters. Catholic or otherwise, the key question is
a
show
Recent
polls
majority
(R-Ky.)
of
McConnell
American
U.S. Sen. Mitch
for The Associated Pressfor two
politics
any
than
rather
sincere
are
candidates
whether
Catholics support abortion rights.
Washington, D.C. 20510
361ARussell Senate Office Building
decades.
matter of policy.
specific
Still,
the
clash
personal
between
a
candidate's
#)
(Washington
1-202-224-2541
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Light of Hope Banquet
is scheduled on Thursday
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The annual Light of Hope Banquet will be
Thursday, April 22, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The event is a fundraiser for CASA and focal
point of Child Abuse Prevention Month. Tickets
are $12.50 each and can be obtained at the CASA
office, 767-0064, Calloway Family Resource Center, 762-7333, or from any CASA board member
by Tuesday. April 20.
Jo's
Judge Jeanne Carroll will be the featured speakDatebook er. The drawing for the CASA playhouse will
By Jo Burkeen also be held. The playhouse is on display on the
Community
courtsquare and tickets are available from sevEditor
eral downtown merchants.

Hospital retirees to meet Tuesday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Tuesday. April 20, at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple. Murray. For more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday

gli

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, April 20, at 6 p.m. in
the meeting room of Calloway Public Library. The program on "In
the Judges' Eyes" will be by Mary Andrea Holmes of Prescott, Ariz.,
and Phyllis Miller of Murray. The room will be available at 5:30
p.m. For more information call Margie Vander Luitgren at 1-731-2328240.

Hazel WOW will meet Tuesday
Hazel Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 will meet Tuesday, April
20, at 6 p.m. at Ryan's at Murray. Plans for the May Join Hands
Day will be discussed.

Kirksey WOW will meet Tuesday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 of Kirksey will meet Tuesday,
April 20, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's, Murray. For information call 4896251.

Southwest PTA will meet Tuesday
Southwest Elementary School PTA will have its general meeting
Tuesday, April 20, at 6 p.m. at the school. Cain will give his physical education review and PTA officers will be elected. Parents may
cast their votes for member of Site-Based Decision Making Council from 3 to 6 p.m. Tuesday. All parents and families are invited.

MES Council will meet Tuesday
Murray'Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday, April 20, at 4 p.m. in the conference room of the
school. All interested persons are invited.

MMS Council parent members on ballots
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
vote on parent members for the council for 2004-2005 school year.
Ballots will be available in the school office on Monday, April 19,
to Friday, April 23, from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Persons will be able
to vote on April 22 during Arts & Humanities Night. All parents of
children attending MMS during the 2004-2205 school year are urged
to vote

Music Department to host contest
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will host its annual high school and middle school instrumental music contest on Tuesday, April 20, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. The meeting is open
to the public.

Organizations plan promotion
Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta and brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi
will have a rebate day for Relay for Life on Tuesday. April 20. at
Captain D's. Customers are asked to place their receipts in the box
on the counter marked for the groups.
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Hearts & Hands group will meet today
Hearts & Hands Project for making outfits for premature babies will
be today. April 19. from I to 3 p.m. at the County Extension office.
For information call 762-1914.

Rho Chapter will meet tonight
at
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa will meet tonight. April 19,
Center.
Media
School
7 p.m. at Calloway County Middle

LEPC meeting will be today
Calloway County/City of Murray LEPC meeting will be today. April
19, at 3 p.m. in room 146, Collins Industrial & Technology Building at Murray State University. Discussions will be about this summer's disaster drill and the 2004 Tier 11 Submittals. For information
call 762-3480.

ng

Parent Support Group will meet
on
ison
Iirew
the

Parent Support Group. formerly called Parents Anonymous, will meet
tonight. April 19, from 6 to 8 p.m. For information call 753-7004.
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Carpenter will be featured
author at Tuesday event

Donation received
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GIFT CERTIFICATES AND OTHER PACKAGES AVAILABLE
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Photo provded

Pictured are Dale Reid, Superintendent of Murray Schools
receiving a donation for Character Counts from Don Fraher,
Vinyl Division HR Manager at Pella.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
Tee 3 - Betty Jo Purdom, Frances
Hulse. Rainey Apperson and Patsy
Green:
Tee 5 - Norma Frank, Peggy
Shoemaker, Ann Stanley and Veneta
Ward;
Tee 7 - Ve Severns, Becky Rutledge and Barbara Gray;
Tee 9 - Inus Orr, Ann Brown
and Sue Outland.

The ladies of the Murray Country Club will begin their season
of golf play on Wednesday. April
21. at 9:30 a.m.
A golf scramble will be held
with Jennifer Crouse as hostess.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee I - Jennnifer Crouse, Cyndi
Cohoon, Rebecca Landolt and Beth
Belote:

Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regularly scheduled Bridge play on Wednesday,
April 14, at the club.
First place winner was Martha
Broach and second place winner
was Shirley Jenstrom.
Lou Ann Philpot served as hostess.
Bridge will be played Wednesday, April 21, at 9:15 a.m. at the
club.
In the event you have not signed

up. call Martha Enix, hostess, at
753-3352. All members are welcome to play.
The officers and committee
chairs ofd the Oaks Country Club
Ladies .will host their annual golf
kick-off brunch on Saturday. April
24, at 9:30 a.m.
A $5 fee will be charged: A
sign-up sheet has been posted at
the clubhouse. All members -are
encouraged to attend.

Reading from her hook, "On
the Farm Front: The Women's
Land Army in World War II" Dr.
Stephanie Carpenter will be the
featured author for the second
installment of the series. Showcase: Focus on Faculty Authors,
sponsored by the Murray State
University Libraries.
The program will be Tuesday.
April 20, at 2 p.m. in the Grand
Reading room of Pogue Library.
"On the Farm Front" was published by Northern Illinois University Press in 2003. along with
the reading, Carpenter will discuss contents in the book which
focuses on attitudes involving
women and work, women in the
war effort and women in agriculture.
Carpenter said "during World
War II, a number of American
women from various backgrounds
joined the Women's Land Army
(WLA)to work on farms. By the
end of the war, the WLA numbered more than three million
women. Despite initial reluctance
to -hire nonfarm women in the

Kenlake Ladies Golf
Thirteen ladies of the Kenlake
State Park Ladies Golf League
met Wednesday. April 14, at 9
a.m. to play golf at the Bill Hamrick Golf Course at the park.
Susan Thetford was the winner of the day's game.
Other members present were
Dotty Elliott, Betty Judah, Daisy
Durham, Louise Parker, Bobbe
Manning, Loretta Earles, Helen
Roberts, Mary Madajczyk, Gloria
Theis, Evelyn Blivin, Freda Elkins
and Helen Tucker.
The group plays each Wednesday at 9 a.m. at Kenlake.

Midwest and racial concerns in
the South. the WLA proved to be
a successful wartime labor program."
Carpenter is an assistant professor of history at Murray State
University and teaches courses in
20th Century America. American
agriculture, western frontier and
American women.
She AI he conducting a twoweek workshop titled "Inventing
America" this summer as part of
the Teaching American History
Opportunities for Educators Program.
Carpenter has also published
articles concerning women in
American agriculture. She is currently working on a dictionary of
agricultural organitations and a
and a history of western Kentucky/Land Between the Lakes agri culture.
The program is free and open
to the public. For more information contact Jetta Culpepper. University Libraries. at 762-3020 or
jetta.ctilpepperqa mure-mail
raystate.edu.

Life Boat
Life Preserver
Life Insurance
There are some things
that you don't think you'll
ever need. But forgetting
them can be costly!

'
'Ile Company You Keep

'Long Term Care *Annuities
'Life Insurance

Ryan Edwards
211 Maple St.
Murray, KY

Faughn nominated for honor at Iowa
AMES,Iowa —John E.S. Faughn,
formerly of Murray, Ky., has been
Outstanding
, for
nominated
Faculty/Staff member of Iowa State
University by the Iowa State stuwas
dents. The nomination
State
Iowa
the
announced as part of
University's annual VEISHEA celebration.
Faughn is employed in the department of residence where he manages an alf-male first-year studenthousing complex. In addition, he is
an instructor for University Studies
150: Dialogues on Diversity, a general education course open to all students interested in studying ethnic,
gender and religious identity.

He is involved in various university activities including the President's
Forum on Diversity, Multicultural
Leadership Summit. Iowa Student
Conference on Race and Ethnicity,
and serves as the advisor for
Students Advocating Multicultural
Issues.
Faughn is also involved in several
regional and national organizations
and conferences including the
Programming Committee of the
Upper-Midwest Region.of College
and University Housing Officials.
Standing Commission for Men of
the American College Personnel

Association, National Association
Personnel
Student
of
Administrators, and the National
Conference on Race and Ethnicity
He is a graduate of Murray High
School and Murray State University.
He completed graduate studies in
Personnel
Student
College
State
Illinois
at
on
Administrati
University and is currently working
on a graduate degree in Social
Justice and Multiculturalism in
Education at Iowa State University.
Faughn is the son of Colonel John
H. and Marilyn E. Faughn. who
reside in Murray.

BACHELOR #7

PETE
LANCASTER

IAAP

published
tomorrow!
Thy

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

Atie: 63 years yountj
'Favorite Color green
Occupation: Saks,
Radio advertising
'Interests: Cooking, eating our.
6oatit sailing on the lake,
ing time withfrteas

PLACE YOUR BID

MATINEES SAT. & SUN. ONLY
The Whole Ten Yards
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:35

MURRAY
ainejtiret—

Bachelor Auction

The Alamo
PG13 - 7:00 - 9:45

April 23, 2004

Walking Tall
PG13 - 8:25 - 10:05
Scooby Doo 2
PG - 6:35

Pete isjust one of ten bachelors to he auctioned!
Each inclu&s-afantastic date package.
Cocktails ti:oo p.m. * Dinner 6:307.m.
Auction tofollow

The Punisher
R - 7:20 - 9:50
Kill Bill: Volume 2
R - 7:10 - 9:55

5th Street on the Court Ifouse Lawn
Mealcatered hy the BuffPen
Dinner 8r'auction
'Adults 32o Students sio

Ella Enchanted
PG - 7:15 - 9:20
Home On The Range
PG - 6:30

Auction Only

%dais sio snufents s5

AF

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU APRIL 22 •
Program Information Call 753-3314

•
Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

slone Hutchison & Nick(onsler
Brittany Arant & I ric(,ibbs
Wendy Dowdy & Matt Imes
Megan Penniston .& lared k‘olte
Molly Melson & Greg aiodman
Nola Goehman & I Like Mc( all
Jennifer Myers
& Mitchell "fucker
Kayla Cates & Kerry Amis
Adrienne Brown & Mark ledger
Brittany Beane & Clint lohnson
Krista Winn & Shannon Sullivan
Kassa Kelso
& Derek McCallum
Kelly Tucker'& Jamie Slack
Jennifer Carr
& Wayne Hamaker
Heather Skees & Jim Johnston
Amy Richerson & Josh Ramage
Melissa Herron & Drew Perry.
Jessica Stevenson
& Jonathan Reid
Lisa Arnold & Paul Bell
Tiffany Lassiter & Greg Linville
Emily Shapton
& Kevin Cunninham
Krista Gaines & Scot Albrecht
Courtney Christopher
& John Eric Nezerski
Emily Cleaver & Tim Stark
Amy Travis dr Simmons Pankey
Sarah Kingins & Brian Ktitka
Marilee Morgan
& Matthew Forrest
Lindsay Branch & Jim Driscoll
Courtney W( & Ryan Lewis

V i/1taje Rose
I is 1•1

•

P1

•

3

r

Sponsored ly:

Hellboy
PG13 - 8:00 - 10:05

753-2007

Swift
Roofing

Purchase tickets at the Murray Main Street office in downtown
'nion Planters building or The Student Government Office at MSU.
For Information Call: 759-9474

'Briefed'Registry 8r' gift
University Square • 12th Si.
(270)759-2100
Motiday-Friday
Saturday 10-2
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Shaking
off the
Rust

Whistle blows on final Racer practice

Spring Soundoff

MARTINSVILLE. Val (AP) —
By SCOTT NANNEY
Rusty Wallace left his doubts —
and the competition — behind at Sports Editor
Defense was the order of the
Martinsville Speedway.
for the Murray State Racer
day
105g
agonizin
an
ended
Wallace
team during its final scrimfootball
race victory drought Sunday, holdthe spring on Saturday.
of
mage
the
in
Labonte
Bobby
off
ing
guidance of new coorthe
Under
his
Advance Auto Pans 500 for
Therrell, the Racer
Dennis
dinator
victory.
Cup
55th Neste!
the nearly hourted
highligh
"Finally!" the 47-year-old Wal- unit
scrimmage by forcing severlong
lace said.
al turnovers. For the most part, it
"I questioned myself a little shut down an MSU offense still
bit. I was like. 'Man, this sched- searching for playmakers.
ule is ...caring me out and these
"The defense seems to be more
had performances are wearing me energetic, and they're flying around
out. I questioned a lot of things the ball a lot more," said Murray
for a long time during that dry
head coach Joe Pannunzio. "We've
spell. It feels good to finally get cut down on the confusion so
back in Victory Lane."
everything's simple. The kids know
Wallace took command with 45 what they're doing now, and they
laps to go Sunday, and made sure believe in what we're trying to
he didn't let it slip away.
do."
"Once I got in the lead, I just
Pannunzio's assessment of the
talked to myself. 'Get smooth. Hit Racer offense was not as glowyour marks. Don't screw up. Don't ing.
give this thing away." Wallace said.
"We're not as inept as we were
The race took more than five last year, but I don't know that
we have the playmakers that we
hours to complete because of a
need," he explained. "and that conhole in the track that appeared
just past the cerns me."
NASCAfi NEXTEL-AdvenCe halfway point.
The most talked about position
Results
Auto Parts 500
• The delay on the field this spring has been
Al Martinsville Speedway
Martinsville, Va.
under center, where the Racers are
with
came
Lap length 526 mile
searching for a starting quarstill
wenleft
In
laps
210
poshllon
(Start
Moose)
terback.
hunk
a
when
(17) FlJsty Wallace
The search for a successor to
of concrete
1231 Bobby Labonte
(4) Out. Earnhardt Jr
Stewart Childress hasn't proin
senior
lose
came
(8) Jimmo Johnson
the third turn, duced a standout among five com(3) Ryan Newman
(1) Jell Gordon
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a foot long Hatchet!, rising junior Trevor Lar(29) May Kenseth
(18) Sterisng Martm
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11 (7) Kurt Busch
a mid12 (9) Elliott Sadler
Repairs Fisher and Justin Gaines,
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Tech.
a
Louisian
from
transfer
14 (30) Tony Stewart
took an hour year
4
make
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15 (39) Michael Waltrip
going
not
"We're
and 17 min16 (32) Fficity Craven
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fall,"
the
until
17 (11) Brendan Gaughan
utes, but when decision
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
"We may
18 (31) Kyle Petty
the race final- said of the competition.
19 (5) Kenn Hannck
r from Louisiana Tech, durto
transfe
kid
a
.
transfer
Gaines
a
in
Justin
20 (14) Rocky Rudd
(34) tries to chase down quarterback
ly restarted, a even bring
Fashaw
Doug
end
ive
Defens
21 (15) Kasey Kahne
Stewart Stadium.
refreshed see what he can do."
22 (6) Ward Burton
ay's scrimmage on the practice field behind Roy
While the quarterback situation ing Saturd
dedi23 1281 Terry Labonte
Wallace startLouis, the Racers walk away from kids will stay around here
24 (33) Jett Green
continues to work itself out, the be doing a better job just because ing a guy like Deandre Green."
.
summer
the
his
over
ves
making
ed
themsel
cate
healthy.
Burton
virtually
JO
25 (27)
Murray is still without starting spring practice
2t (37) (lerm,. Sadler
He Racers have focused much of their they've had a chance to play togethto have some senmove.
have
"We
thing
this
through
come
"We've
who
Louis,
around the er for a little while," noted Pari- tight end Jimmy St.
27 20) Joe Nerneches
came out of attention this spring
iors step up. You only win with
28 (13) Scott Rggs
running nunzio. "I think we can be pret- continues to recover from a knee pretty well injury-wise because
the
at
and
line
e
offensiv
29 (16) Scott Wtrnmer
third
pits
the
good senior leadership. and we
Pannun,"
mentally
tougher
we're
entire
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position.
both of those areas ... injury that cost him the
in
back
good
ty
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a
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have enough of that just
don't
Sauter
chance
the
Johnny
31 (22)
zio explained. "We have
"We've put a lot of emphasis We need to find some receivers 2003 season.
32 (42) Morgan Shepherd
with 120 laps
yet."
our
if
team
football
good
a
be
to
St.
back, that can step up. We're really missAside from the injury to
33 (40) Demi.) Cope
to go, passed on getting better at running
34 (19) Man) Maym
to
seems
line
e
offensiv
the
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35 (24) Greg BON
ate
teamm
36 (10) Jeremy Mayfield
New- 8MIND
Ryan
'37 (12) Casey Mears
Spencer
man for sec38 134/ Jimmy
39 (43) Todd Bodme
ond with 55
40 (26) Ken Schrader
41 (36) Stanton Barrett
laps to go and
42 (41) Andy Hrtienburg
then ran down
Staff Report
43 (38) Joe Ruttman
Jimmie JohnMurray Ledger & Times
tires
older
on
Nearly 2,500 players, coaches
stuck
son, who was
after failing to pit with the lead. and fans converged on Murray
"I won't say I'm comfortable
ST. LOUIS (AP) — New closto play in 102
Wallace passed Johnson with over the weekend
but I'm starting to understand
yet,
learnquickly
is
Chacon
Murray
Shawn
er
annual
45 laps to go, pulled away on a games of the third
needs to be done," Chacon
what
youth baseball
ing about late-inning pressure.
restart 10 laps later as the con- Rotary Invitational
still got the training
"I've
said.
The last out Sunday was defitenders behind him fought for tournament.
on."
wheels
Winners in each of the seven
nitely the toughest one for Chaposition. then held off the chargTodd Helton homered for the
to
d
qualifie
cally
automati
gs
groupin
broke
who worked a scoreless but
con,
too,
ing Labonte after he,
straight game and Jason Jenthird
ve
respecti
their
in
ate
particip
eventful ninth inning in the Colfree from the pack.
stopped another Colorado
nings
USSSA World Series events, to
orado Rockies' 8-5 victory over
"I looked up and I saw Bobby
streak.
losing
throughs
location
be held at various
St. Louis. The Cardinals loaded
Labonte break loose, too, and I
Castilla hit his fourth
Vinny
summer.
this
later
country
the
out
the bases with two outs before
thought, 'Uh-oh. this is going to
rookie Kit Pellow had
and
the
homer
provided
s
Dozens of Rotarian
Chacon retired Albert Pujols on a
be a dogfight here,— Wallace said.
n double for the Rockthree-ru
a
labor for the tournament, welcomin
fly ball to the right-field wall.
It was, with Wallace winning community visitors in the process.
ies, who roughed up Woody
.
"He had his arms up like he Williams to end a three-game skid.
seconds
0.538
by just
The event serves as a fund-raiser
knew he got it," Chacon said. "So Colorado pitchers gave up 32 runs
The victory — his first since for the local 150-member civic club.
I turned back and I was like, in those three games. Pellow also
then
the
,
division
April 29, 2001. at California Speedder
8-un
In the
stay in the yard."
Marat
'Please
seventh
caught Pujols' drive to end the
way — was his
Murray Bucs reached the champiLast year, Chacon went 11-8 game, glancing off the wall as he
tinsville and enabled him to break onship game in the four-team field
as a starter and made his first made the play.
a tie with Lee Petty and take over before falling 8-4 to the Southern
sole possession of eighth on the Ind. Spikes. The Bucs went 2-1
"That's as good of an at-bat
All-Star team before being derailed
career victories list.
by elbow problems in the second as you can have," Cardinals manin pool play, then defeated the
half. He was converted to short ager Tony La Russa said. "When
Labonte knew his odds of win- Central Ky. Crush 13-12 in a wild
relief in spring training, and has he hit it, that ball was out of the
ning weren't good with Wallace Sunday morning semifinal game
COU NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
that put the locals in the title conahead.
three saves in four chances thus park, and I think the wind knocked
a
test.
it down.
Dirty Dawgs shortstop Ian Heskett makes the play on
far.
In the 10-under division, the runner at second base and prepares to throw to first for
c
va
efil
rarr
I
Marion (III.) Stars beat the Padu- a double play on Saturday at the Murray Ciy Park. The
cah Chiefs 12-9 in a tight chamfrom
Dirty Dawgs, a 10-year-old squad comprised of players
pionship contest. The teams bats
Twister
the
and Marshall counties, were taking on
tled back-and-forth before the Stars Murray
Invitational.
stopped Paducah's last rally with during the third annual Rotary
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five
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three
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perfect weekend. The
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The Murray Lightning lost the
eled the division, scoring 72 runs heroics in two of their three pool
nship
the
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(Tenn.)
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to
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the
5-0
a
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to
short
way
fell just
AP Photo
to
The 12-under division was won championship, with the tying run Murray was 1-2 in pool play
Rusty Wallace sprays cham- by the Jackson (Tenn.)Coyotes. The stranded on third at game's end. settle for consolation action on
the
AP Photo
pagne in victory lane after Coyotes are undefeated in three
The Henry County (Tenn.) Tor- Sunday. The Lightning topped
mornSunday
on
e
play.
Sting
Advanc
onal
R
le
Invitati
winning the NASCA
years of Rotary
nadoes rolled to an 11-3 win over Louisvil
Cardinals' Marlon Anderson, right, asks for time
Louis
St.
title
The Jackson squad downed the the West Tennessee Vipers in the ing to get into the consolation
Auto Parts 500 race at Marout from the umpire after stealing second base in the sec12-0
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I3-under championship. The Tor. game.
tinsville Speedway in Mar- Southeast (Mo.) Renegad
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by Colorado
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Murray, Calloway track
fares well over weekend
Hammond in the high jump. Rives
also won that competition.
Murray's 4x200 relay team finished fourth.
In the boys' competition, Murray finished eighth among 19
schools with a team score of 53.
CCHS came in 13th with 13 points.
Harrisburg (III.) won the meet with
a 132.5.
Brandon Wells captured the 100meter dash with a time of 11.41.
MHS had three second place
finishers. Yannick Jones finished
behind Anna Jonesboro's Bo Bennett in the long jump. Wells was
runner-up to Bennett in the triple
jump and Cory Zirbel was second in the discus to Christian Fellowship's Sean Deguire.
Calloway's Nathan Bazzell
placed fifth in the discus.
Blake Lencki was the Lakers'
top finisher, placing fourth in both
the 110-meter hurdles and the 300meter hurdles.
Murray finished fourth as a
team in the 4x200 relay.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Local squads from Murray and
Calloway County high schools competed in the Invitational of the South
track and field meet, held Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
In the girls' team competition,
Murray High finished eighth with
a score of 43. Calloway was ninth
with 33 points. Clarksville (Tenn.)
Rossview won the 15-team meet
with a 111.
Calloway's Shameka Dial was
the top finisher among local girls,
finishing first in both the shot put
and discus competitions. Murray's
Brandi Vincent was third in the
shot put.
Murray High's Laura Mitchell
placed second behind Rossview's
Lynette Rives in the long jump,
while teammate Danielle Elliott
finished third. Mitchell was fourth
in the 100-meter hurdles.
Calloway's Rachel Williams finished in a tie for second with
Salem (Ill.) Community's Comic

innings and retiring eight in a row.
Playing in only their third game
of the season, the Tigers scored
one-run in the first inning when
Tim Masthay scored on a Ryan
Cobb sacrifice.
The Tigers were able to plate
two more in the second to tie the
game at 3-3, but it was Heath's
late run in the bottom of the sixth

.40 et).

falling 4-2 in the nightcap.
On Sunday, MSU was led by
six batters with two hits each.
Josh Foreman went 2-for-5 with
a double, a two-run home run in
the first inning (his first of the
season), two runs and three runs
batted in.
Tyler Pittman went 2-for-5 with
a solo home run in the third inning,
his fourth of the season. Alex
Stewart went 2-for-5 with two doubles and two runs scored, while
Scotty Scott went 2-for-4 with a
double.
Derrick Newton went 2-for-4

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
KFBmurray.com
e-mail: stuart_alecander okyfbins.com
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
Pct

Giorda
At
Pit oaciev,a
New York
Montrsai

8
7
5
5
2
Central

ilouston
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Chcago
St Louis
MilwauKee

9
7
7
6
6
6
West

SCOTT t4ANNEY Ledger & Times photo
Murray High's Rachel Williams races down the track after
taking the baton from teammate Nicole Edison (right) during a relay race at the Invitational of the South track meet,
held Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.

that sealed the deal for the Pirates.
Tiger head coach Cary Miller
alluded to opportunities that his
team had, but didn't capitalize on.
"Blake threw a heck of game,"
Miller said. "He really pitched
good enough for us to win, and
we had chances to win. We just
didn't get some of the breaks we
needed."

MHS took today off, but will
return to the diamond on Tuesday
at district rival Marshall County.
The Tigers travel to Graves County and Heath on Wednesday and
Thursday before returning home
to host Herculaneum; Mo., on Friday. MHS will play at Hickman
County on Saturday.

'Breds beat Morehead in ninth inning rally
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
plated five runs in the bottom of
the ninth for the 11-10 Ohio Valley Conference victory over visitMorehead
ing
State Sunday.
With the victory, the 'Breds
(10-24, 4-8 OVC)
R'ICBMS claimed two of
the three games'of the weekend
series against the Eagles (10-22,
4-8). MSU won the opener of Saturday's doubleheader 9-8 before

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

4

Tigers trip in championship to Heath
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High Tigers fell 43 to Heath in the championship
game of the All 'A' Classic Saturday at Ty Holland Field.
Blake Hoover took the loss on
the mound for Murray, allowing five
hits while striking out six despite
tossing four straight scoreless
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with a double, two runs and two hits, striking out tour and walkRBIs. Left fielder J.D. Merritt also ing four in three innings.
Murray State's scheduled game
had two hits for the 'Breds, while
on Tuesday at. Western Kentucky
Clint Griggs had a double.
has been cancelled. The 'Breds
Rima
Travis
State,
Morehead
For
went 2-for-5 with a double, while return to OVC action on SaturRobert Dittrich went 2-for-5 with day, when they visit Tennessee
Tech for a doubleheader, begintwo RBIs.
ning at I p.m. MSU and Tech
(2Kraus
Craig
On the mound,
5) got his second win in relief in will also meet on Sunday at I
the series, allowing no runs on p.m. All three games can be heard
no hits, striking out one in 1-2/3 locally on WRKY (1130 AM, Murray)
innings.
Donnie Spencer (1- I) took the
loss in relief for the Eagles, allowing five runs (four earned) on five

Los Angeles
San Diego
Colorado
San Francisco
Arizona

4

5
6
7
10
Division
4
4
5
7

8

GB

—
667
1
583
455 2 1/2
417
3
6
167
GB
Pct
—
692
1
636
5133 1 02
500 2 1r2
3
462
429 3 12

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
Pct
636
4
Baltimore
545
5
•
Boston
500 I
6
•
New York
455
6
5
Tampa Bay
2504
9
3
Toronto
Central Division
Pct
L
•
667
4
Fi
Cncago
667
4
8
Minnesota
583
7
5
Detroit
385 3
8
5
Cleveland
333
4
8
Kansas City

9
6
5
5

3
6
7
7

4

8

GB
3
4
4
5

GB
1
V?
2
12

GB

1
12
4

West Division

Division
Pct
750
500
417
417
333

'ii

Oakland
Anaheim
Te.as
Seattle

8
7
6
4

4
6
7
8

GB
Pct
—
667
538 1 12
462 2 12
4
333

MSU sweeps OVC honors
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's tennis team not only swept the Ohio
Valley Conference's postseason
honors but also got a league-high
five players named to the AllOVC Team.
The Racers finished third at the
OVC Championship this weekend,
but earned the top seed with a
perfect 9-0 mark against league
competition.
Senior Melissa Spencer was
named OVC Player of the Year
— her second straight player of
the year honor and her third listing on the All-OVC Team.
Spencer went 21-13 in singles
play this year (winning her last

nine matches). a perfect 9-0 in
OVC competition and earned OVC
Player of the Week honors in backto-back weeks.
Teamed with Jaclyn Leeper in
doubles, the team went 22-13 ov eral 1, a perfect 9-0 in OVC play.
winning. II of their last 12.
Spencer closes out her fouryear career tied for fifth on the
MSU career combined (singles and
doubles) wins list at 167. ranking
seventh in both the singles I /i5t
and doubles (82).career lists.
Head coach Connie Keasling
earned her fifth OVC Coach of
the Year award, guiding the team
to a 19-6 overall'record and perfect 9-0 mark in conference play.

HOME SCHOOLING?
You can succeed with...

Display Locations—Dates

OrA Beka Book
• Character-Building Textbooks
•Time-Saving Parent Materials

Frankfurt—April 28
Radcliff—April 29

cull,'A Beka Academy
• Master Teachers on DVD
• Complete K-12 Programs

Russellville—May 6
Mount Sterling—May 7

Madisonville—May 5

For more into: 1a 1-800-874-3597, ext. 333 •www.abeka.org/333
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NOW YOU CAN

15-Year

• NO ADDITIONAL OUTLET FEES*
• FREE STANDARD PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
ON UP TO 4 TVS
• TV FOR THE WHOLE HOUSE: 100% DIGITAL
DELIVERY100% OF THE TIME

_.

• STANDARD EQUIPMENT
WARRANTY INCLUDED

Home Equity
Mortgage

HOME OF THE LOWEST ALL-0IGITAL PRICE IN AMERICA...EVERY DAY!

You can save thousands of dollars in interest with our special I5-year mortgage. And,thanks to
our quick turnaround, minimal paperwork and convenient closings, interest isn't the only tfmng

Get over 60 all-digital channels $2990

you'll save. The 5.59% annual percentage rate is available on mortgages up to $300,000 when
payments are deducted from your BB&T checking account. Monthly payments for 180 months

AMERICA'S TOP 60 PRICE GUARANTEED THROUGH JANUARY 2005

O.

including local channels where available

Includes all these great channels plus many more

on a $100,000 mortgage would be $813.54.
If this isn't the mortgage you're looking for, let us know. We have a wide range of mortgages to
suit your needs. And they all come with a BB&T banker to help make sure you get the right one

\J
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., 1,t•

To lock into this limited-time offer, visit BBandT.com,
or call or stop by your local branch today.
270-767-2265

Murray Main

270-767-2290

North
270-767-2243

South

EMT
•

Branch Banking &Trust Company
Offer is valid for primary residences .n ESES&T markets. Rotes subject to change Subject to credit approval.
513androsm 02004 BEAT Member FOC Equal Housing Lender

a

BEAsLEy

500 N. 4th St.• Murray, KY • 759-0901
or call toll-free (877)726-4077

.
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Farm

nom
Grassland program applications accepted Warmer weather
signals timefor
vegetable planting
Monday, April 19, 2004

USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service is accepting applications for Grassland
Reserved Program signup. Landowners may
apply for GRP at any time: however, applications
received by April 30 will be considered for the
201/4 program year. Applications received after
April 30 are held until the next evaluation period.
The GRP is a voluntary program that helps
landowners and operators restore and protect
grassland. while maintaining the areas as grazing
lands. The program places heavy emphasis in
protecting grasslands under the greatest threat of
conversion. Conversion issues include the loss of
grassland to urban land, cropland or grassland
being loss to invasive species.
In Kentucky. eligible land for GRP includes
grasslands. land that historically has been dominated by grasslands and forbs, and certain lands
that are in planned rotations. There are no maximum limitations on the amount of land that may
be offered for GRP However. landowners with
eligible land must submit a minimum of 40 contiguous acres to be considered for GRP according
to the provisions in the law. Haying, mowing or

the land.
The second appraised value determines the
"grazing value." The grazing value is then subtracted from the best economic use value and an
offer is made from the government to the
landowner for a permanent easement. For a 30year easement the amount offered will be 30 percent of the permanent easement value.
The 2004 funding level for GRP in Kentucky
is just more than a million dollars. "There will be
strong competition for this funding based on the
number of applications received from last year,"
said Jacob Kuhn, assistant state conservationist
for Natural Resources.
Interested landowners are encouraged to visit
their local NRCS Conservationist and review the
application and ranking criteria. GRP applicament is expired.
t
tions are evaluated and ranked to determine
agreemen
"For Calloway County, the rental
diswhich applications provide the most environmenAlcott,
Steve
said
per year is $16 per acre."
tal benefits and best meets program specific
trict conservationist for NRCS.
Payments for easements are based on goals.
For more information regarding GRP, consult
appraised values. One appraised value is based on
site
Web
the
following
will
economy
the "best economic use." The local
ograms/.
da.gov/pr
w.nrcs.us
http://ww
of
use
economic
best
have an effect on what is the

harvesting for seed production will not be
allowed May 15 to Aug. I, which is the nesting
period for a large percentage of wildlife.
Primarily, land enrolled in GRP would be prohibited from being cropped or developed.
Prohibited crop production includes commodity
and non-commodity crops, such as vineyards and
fruit trees. Prohibited development includes housing, upgrading existing farm roads, construction
of new buildings or structures, placement of billboard signs and installing new utilities.
The payment process for GRP depends on the
enrollment option. Payments for rental agreements are based on 75 percent of the grazing
value in an annual payment. The annual payment
will be made for each year until the rental agree-

Women break through farming's 'glass ceiling'
By The Associated Press
Leisa Boley-Hellwarth sees herself as an equal partner on her family's western Ohio dairy. She does
her share of the milking. and deals
with vets and sales people.
But it can be a struggle to get
others to see her that way — like the
machinery salesman who wouldn't
let her write a check without.her
husband's approval.
Often, she says, "The first words
out of their mouth is 'Is your husband homer"
The number of women managing
American farms has been increasing
rose 13 percent — to
steadily.
236.269 — between 1997 and 2(X)2,
according to the latest census from
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Nowadays, about one of every 10
'farms is run by a woman.
Women have always worked on
the farm, doing chores or keeping
the books, but now more are deciding. what equipment to 1)6,, selling
their crops and trading commodities.
"What surprises me is that
women were locked into those traditional roles for as long as they have
bern," said Judy McClaughry, who
took over the family's onion farm in
Oregon when her husband took

another job. "In the business world,
they would call it the glass ceiling."
Farmers cite a number of reasons
for the increase:
— More women are operating
greenhouses and vegetable farms
that cater to a growing segment of
agriculture that markets directly to
consumers.
— Many farmers have to take an
off-farm job for extra income and
health benefits, often leaving the
wife to become the primary operator.
— More daughters are returning
home when their parents die or can't
keep up with the demands on the
farm.
— Women are taking over the
operations after their husbands die.
Whether they do the work themselves or rent the land to a neighbor,
they are still considered the primary
operator.
Statistics support the idea that
more widows are keeping their
farmland.
Of the women who list themselves as the principal operator of all
U.S. farms, about three out of 10 are
65 or older, according to the census.
Only a fraction are 34 or younger.
Peggy Clark, who runs a 5,500acre grain operation between

Dayton and Cincinnati with her husband, Mike, rents farmland from 15
women who are either widowed or
divorced.
Clark said it's unusual to find a
woman who manages her own farm
without any help.
• "We're still in kind of a transition
period between the old way and the
new way." she said.
Some widows keep their farms
because they must pay capital gains
and estate taxes if they sell, said Ina
Selfridge, president of Women
Involved in Farm Economics, a
national group of about 1,000 members.
"She can't afford to divest the
property, and therefore she becomes
a farmer at that point," said
Selfridge, who lives on a cattle
ranch in Burdett, Kan. "If I were
widowed, I'd stay right here."
Women Involved in , Farm
Economics sued the federal government in the early 1990s and forced it
to allow wives to receive farm subsidies for land they owned.
Previously, only women who
were not married to a farmer were
allowed to get the payments. The
farm bill had considered the farmer
and his wife as one person.
Selfridge said women on the

farm "want to be treated just like a
man. They don't want to be patronized."
But it still happens.
Boley-Hellwarth, an attorney
who works at home on her dairy
farm near Celina, Ohio, said she has
found that not everyone has overcome those gender stereotypes.
She'll tell a salesman who insists
on speaking to her husband to look
at a calendar and remind him that
women are allowed to own land
now.
She learned long ago that farming wasn't just for the men.
"My mother could do everything
my dad did," she said. "There's so
much that goes on in a daily basis.
Everybody does what they can until
we go to bed for a few hours." •
Linnea Kooistra, who runs a
b,200-acre grain and dairy operation
in
with her husband,
the
hopes
she
said
Ill.,
k,
Woodstoc
agribusiness industry starts taking
note that women often are making
the decisions.
She's noticed a few advertisements that show a woman driving a
tractor or a combine.
"I think that's changing," she
said. "I think it needs to change
more."

The HaIrdsit-Warking
Hired Hand Around!

Even though it snowed last
Tuesday temperatures were well
into the 70's over the weekend.
Hopefully for gardeners last week's
cool weather was the last gasp for
awhile since it's about time to plant
warm season vegetables.
The
Extension
Service has a
very informative booklet,
Home
Vegetable
Gardening in
Kentucky
that has useExtension
ful informaNotes
tion for both
By Lloyd
new and
Weatherly
experienced
Calloway County gardeners.
Agriculture
Topics covExtension Agent ered in the
booklet
include preparation, planting, caring
for vegetables, pests, plant growth
and harvesting. There is also information on growing vegetables in
containers and mini gardens and
utilizing one garden for three garden seasons. Come by the
Extension office for a booklet.
According to the booklet gardeners can plant snap beans and sweet
corn around April 10 followed by
lima beans cucumbers, okra, southern peas, watermelons, squash and
tomatoes about April 20. Tomatoes
are one of the most popular garden
vegetables. We started several varieties from seeds and will probably
set a few out shortly.
When grown as staked plants,
, tomatoes require a relatively small
amount of space, yet are capable of
producing 8 to 10 pounds or more
of fruit per plant. Tomatoes are low
in calories and a good source of
vitamin C. Blossom drop can occur
in early spring when daytime temperatures are warm, but night temperatures fall below 55 degrees F as
well as in summer, when days are
above 90 degrees F and nights
above 76 degrees.
Tomatoes respond well to fertilizer applications, especially phosphorus. Excess nitrogen fertilizer
can result in plants with extremely
vigorous vine growth but little fruit
production. As with most garden
vegetables, tomatoes grow best in a
slightly acid soil with a pH of 6.2
to 6.8. A soil test gives specific fertilizer and lime recommendations.
Without a soil test apply 2-1/2 to 3
pounds of a complete fertilizer,
such as 5-10-10, 5-20-20, or 8- 1616 per 100 square feet of garden
area. Work the fertilizer into the
soil. An additional sidedressing of a
nitrogen fertilizer may be desirable

4/\

after the first cluster of flowers has
set fruit.
Tomatoes are usually categorized as early, mid-season or late.
Another consideration is whether
the tomato cultivar you choose is
determinate or indeterminate in
growth habit. Determinate (D)
tomato plants grow to a certain
height and then stop. They also
flower and set all their fruit within
a relatively short period of time.
This is an advantage if the tomatoes
are being grown primarily for canning purposes. Indeterminate tomato plants grow, flower, and set fruit
over the entire growing season.
Another characteristic to look
for when choosing tomato cultivars
is disease resistance. Many cultivar
names on the tags are followed by
one or more letters indicating resistance to the fungus diseases
Verticillium wilt (V), and Fusarium
wilt (F), or nematodes(N) which
are microscopic worms that infect
plant roots. Disease resistance can
be an important consideration,
especially if you have experienced
these problems with tomatoes in the
past. Periodic fungicide applications help reduce tomato disease
problems.
To extend harvest, stagger plantings or plant different maturing
varieties. Jet Star is a popular indeterminate early variety. Better Boy
is an indeterminate mid-season and
Beefmaster an indeterminate late
season. Roma is a determinate midseason paste tomato and Celebrity a
popular determinate midseason
standard type tomato. Last year we
planted Early Girl, Roma, Sweet
100, Atkinson, Jet Star, Rutgers and
Better Boy in mid to late April. We
then planted several more of the
same varieties in May and again in
June to extend the season and also
to compensate for diseased plants
that become non productive.
Blossom end rot is a problem that
commonly affects tomatoes. It is
caused by moisture fluctuations that
affect calcium uptake. Liming adds
calcium to the soil. Too much lime,
however, can make soil too alkaline
and detrimentally affect growth. If a
soil test says that lime is sufficient,
one half cup of gypsum may be
mixed in the planting hole. Gypsum
adds calcium to the soil without
making soil more alkaline.
Educational programs of the
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service serve all people regardless
of race, color age, sex, religion, disability or national origin. University
of Kentucky, Kentucky State
University, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and Kentucky counties,
cooperating.

Global Mortgage Link, LLC
"Home Ownership Made Easy"
Great Rates
down
•Zero.and 5° down. fixedvanable
• 30
• Investment Properly
• Refinancing and Consolidation
• Home Equity - 2nd Mortgage Refinancing up to 125'
• Many Other Loan Programs

Meet the newest extension of the MAXXIMA
Tractor line from CASE I/H - five JX Series
models ranging from 42 to 80 pto horsepower.
more. To best
ideal,for all-purpose applications such as loader work, mowing, baling, box blading and
ROPS models
suit your specific situation, these simple workhorse tractors come as flatdeck cabs, or
s can be
with 2 wheel drive or mechanical front wheel drive. In short, these valued-based tractor
your operation,
equipped with the right mix of features to become the hardest working hired hand in
1934.
and they're here at McKEEL EQUIPMENT, your local CASE I/H Dealer serving you since

(270) 753-7407
Owned & Operated in Murray since 1997

JX65 - R2 50 hp, 2WD
JX65 - R4 50 hp, MFWD
JX75 - R2 60 hp, 2WD
JX75 - R4 60 hp, MFWD
JX75 - C4 60 hp, Cab, MFWD
JX95 - R4 80 hp, MFWD
JX95 - C4 80 hp, Cab, MFWD

Jason BIlIngton

503 Walnut Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 753-3062

Bob Billingion

provides coverage for
*MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTS
•BONDS
•LONG-TERM CARE
*FARMERS
*HEALTH
•MOTORCYCLES
•WORKERS COMPENSATION (Group & Indivdual)

*LIFE INSURANCE
•AUTOMOBILES
*HOMEOWNERS
•COMMERCIAL

BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751
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More than 400 Kentuckians
accused of stealing satellite TV
PADUCAH, Ky. (AA) — More
than 400 Kentuckians are among
about 100,000 nationwide who have
been accused of buying devices to
steal satellite television signals.
Maay deny they've done anything
wrong, but have settled lawsuits
anyway.
DirecTV says it has filed more
than 24,000 lawsuits nationwide,
based on seized credit card information and records from companies
charged with making and selling
devices that encode cards used in
satellite boxes so users can gain
access to channels at no charge.
Karen Lastinger, of Paducah,
received a letter from DirecTV. It
offered her an out-of-court settlement. Lastinger said she never used
an illegal device and hasn't had
satellite television in her home for
several years.
Lastinger and about 20 people
appeared in U.S. District Court last
week to defend themselves, but didn't get a chance to tell that to a
judge.
Judge Joseph McKinley informed
them that they had to file an answer
to DirecTV's allegations in 20 days,
then called a recess so Lastinger and
the others could meet privately with
the satellite company's lawyer to
discuss settlements.
McKinley also is presiding over
groups of identical cases in
Owensboro and Bowling Green.
Lastinger was among those at the
hearing without lawyers and said she
doesn't believe that she should be
sued.
"I may have ordered something
for somebody else, but I never used

it. I have no idea what it is or what it
does,"she said in an interview with
The Courier-Journal of Louisville.
Later, her husband, Marty
Lastinger, said that his wife decided
to settle,
"She was scared and didn't know
what to do," he said.
DirecTV spokesman Robert
Mercer said the company is willing
to listen to people who say they
should not have been sued.
"But we need good, hard proof,"
he said. "We can't take their word
for it."
DirecTV so far has pressed for
criminal charges only against the
manufacturers, distributors and sellers of the devices, Mercer said. That
has included the 2001 federal indictment in Paducah of four men for
allegedly distributing satellite reception devices and laundering money.
DirecTV has pursued only civil
claims against the users.
Although it is a crime to possess
the decrypting devices, the U.S.
Attorney's Office in Western
Kentucky has not prosecuted any of
the people identified as having
merely purchased them.
"There have been no discussions
about it," said Hancy Jones III, a
spokesman for U.S. Attorney David
Huber.
Jones said the office was unaware
of the lawsuits in Kentucky.
Mercer said that because of the
sheer numbers of cases, he doubted
that federal prosecutors had the
resources and time to pursue criminal cases.
DirecTV has filed civil lawsuits
based upon federal wiretapping

statutes that criminalize possession
of such devices, and does not have to
prove use. Mercer said.
"The fact is they bought it and
possessed it, and we know they went
on a pirate Web site, a site that exists
for the sole purpose of selling signal
theft devices, and spent a pretty
good chunk of change on a device
that has no other purpose other than
to steal a DirecTV program," said
Mercer.
Mayfield lawyer David Hargrove
represented two clients who agreed
to settle their cases..14argrove said
DirecTV is offering to settle the'Suits
for around $3,500.
"Settling is just a point of economics for some people," Hargrove
said. "Defending this suit in court
means a great amount of dollars are
talking."
Joyce Mathis said she came to
federal court on behalf of her son,
Jimmy Jones of Mayfield, who she
said is incarcerated on Graves
County methamphetamine charges.
DirecTV sued Jones last year for
ordering a card programmer.
"I'm just here to see that he doesn't get in any more trouble than he's
now in," she said."He hasn't got any
money to settle this. He hasn't even
got 15 cents."
Critics say the lawsuits' wide
swaths sometimes ensnare innocent
people.
Mayfield pharmacist William
Brown was among the people
DirecTV sued. Brown, whose pharmacy also has a shipping and receiving business, said the company
traced packages of devices shipped
to his pharmacy's address.

Tomorrow - April 20
Haunted Mansion • Master & Commander
Wild Things 2• Win A Date With Tad Hamilton

Tuesday, April 27
Big Fish • The Cooler
Love Actually • Stuck On You

Large
Selection
of TV Series
On DVD
a

MOT

1983 — 2003
714 N. 12th St. • Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray • (270) 753-767
0
Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-11 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 10 cm.-Midnight
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HOPE
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The event is a fund-raiser for CASA and
the focal point of Child Abuse Prevention
month. Tickets are $12.50 and can be
obtained at the CASA office (767-0064),
the Calloway Family Resource Center
(762-7333) or from any CASA Board
Member by Tuesday, April 20.
Judge Jeanne Carroll will he the
featured speaker.
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'Turn on your porch light from 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. on

Thurs., April 22, 2004 to show support for abused and
neglected children in your community.
The light canveya the nuwage that even a dingle volunteer can make a differrnce to an abuded or
neglected child. By working together We can brimi back hope to the..,e children andfanulie.i.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Classifieds
Fax: 753-1927
ADJUSTMENTS
Advensers are requested to check the lest
merlon 01 than ads 10( any error Murray
Ledger II Times eel be reepcnst* tor only one
rcorrect merlon APV error should be reported
rnmeckakey so corrections cart be made

State laws turbid discnminalson in the sale rental or adsertuu* ot
real(+tate based or, lectors in additson to those protected under led
evil Liss

DEADLINES
Monday

Frt. 11 a.m.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m.

1* will knowingly accept any ads ensure; fur real estate which IN not
all
in violation of tie law All persons are hereby informed that
dwellings ads erased are as a,labie on an equal opporeuruts

Mon. 5 p.m.

Wednesday

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Murray Ledger & Time, Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate eiserteed herein is subect to the Federal Tau
Housing Act. which makes it illegal to advertise any preiwence. Imitation or decnmusabon based or, race color, lefigbon. sex. Madcap,
!withal status or rutenal origin. or Intention to make any such pint
cremes. limitations or chscrurunation

Wed. 11 a.m.

Thursday

For hurdler asseunie with Fair Housing Adsertising
requirements, contact NM Counsel Rene P
rill, Mai IMO

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

120
196
200
210

Legg& Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Apclienge Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn I Garden

220
260
270
2.110
255
300
320
330
340
360
370
360
390
410
425

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Filf17111 For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles A ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco ai Supplies

430
436
440
445
450
455
460
470
460
465
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment

Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sate
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 6 Supplies
Livestock a, Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

www.murrayledger.call
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Run,

(AM 3 Ads Must Run Wake 6 fens Penult

g
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shoppin Guide)
APPEAR ON
PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND II WILL
E
CHARG
EXTRA
THE WEBSITE Al NO
\la`,

I INA

$8.00 irst Day -20 woris or ess
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.

ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours
060

SWEET 16 SPECIAL!!

I 1 II 1 11 01:

In Loving Memory Of
Allen R. Benoit

Apy--40"4-vittr,

Up To
16 Words
6 Days

1924- 1996

,"
$1eiNve

R

L

M ES

753-1916
060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

9riej

j.•••
re• •

chemist with instrumentation knowledge. Please
fax resume to Bob Auerbach at (270)395-5070

is now taking
applications for an
Experienced
Technician.
Must be state
licensed certified to
do termite
treatment in the state
Of KY. Apply in person
at 1604 St. Rt. 121 N.

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative

FARMERS,VENDORS,
0 CONCESSIONAIRES

Jimmy Greer
Construction & Maintenance
Supervisor
West Kentucky RECC
P.O. Box 589
Mayfield, KY 420643

Needed For

SATURDAY MARKET
Downtown Murray

HVAC service/installer 1-2
years experience servicing
& installing heating & cooling systems. Good pay,
vacation & holiday pay.
Commissions & bonuses.
Call Discount Heating
(270)751-0300
LOOKING for telephone
operators. No experience
necessary. Fast paced environment. Handling multiple calls. Typing/ Spelling
a must. FT. Start $5.50/
hr for 90 day evaluation.
Must be available weekends/ holidays, Send resume to SSC, P.O. Box
1401 Murray, KY 42071.

Join Our World Class Organization!!

Community Performing Arts Center.
302 W. Water Street. Mayfield, KY

rPella Corporation, established in 1925. is an industry leader in the manufactu
year.
e
5th
consecutiv
the
For
doors.
and
windows
quality
ing and sales of high
Pella has been on Fortune's Magazines 100 Best Companies to Work for list,
ranking number 22 for 2004!

April 28 - May 1
own items and keep 70g
your
You price
Call Now To Sign Up
Lisa Woods 270-623-8178

FREE IDENTITY THEFT
SEMINAR 7PM Thursday
April 22 Chamber of ComKenMurray
merce
tucky Learn how to protect yourself from the fastest growing crime in
America 877-620-4884 or
270-436-5690
PANAMA City Beach FL
3 bedroom 3 bath ground
floor condo $1000 weekly
Thru May 22
rent
(270)435-4236

1

_ BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

1-888-FOR SIR.J5
1-88.2-3104757

—

treassuse
All Occasion Traasportatiou.Airport Service • Certified Drivers

We are looking for team members to join our facility in Murray. Kentucky. We
are looking for new team members to fill our night shift openings (working
10:30 p.m. 7:00 a.m. — may start earlier in the evening based on overtime
needs) in the following position:

1

FOUND Male Golden Re
tnever (mix?) collar, no
ID 753-1161
LOST Male Tiger Cat
about 10 months old lost
around Southwood Drive
area 761-1184 please
leave message
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,

Call 753-1916

ACCOUNTANT sought by

development
software
flan PT and FT considered Great work environment with flexible hours
Send questions/resume to
gale Gpowerclaim corn or
Hawkins Research Inc
406 N 4th St Murray KY
42071 800-736-1246 ext
101

Pella Corporation offers a competitive compensation and benefit package
including health and dental insurance, life insurance. short and long-term disability insurance, paid vacations and holidays, monthly bonus, profit sharing.
40Ik and numerous other benefits.
at
If you are a high school graduate or equivalent please apply in person
The Career Discovery Center
1405 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
1270) 762-7080

Successfully passing pre-employ mont testing is required to be interviewed Qualified
applicants will be contacted to take the tests at the Career Discovery Center
An Equal Opportunity Employer. MiFfilN. Post offer drug screen and ptr sk al requirrit

1os

VIEWED To BE THE BEST.°

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

You are responsible for the deductible that

Medicare does not pay. $876 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

V

Ale/ t i.:4 •
7.1

1400.5854033

JIM KELIN
lereesed
Rep...sexiest,

Home

713 South
FUNERAL HOME
.F,,„0, 0,,,,„i ,„,./ 0,.,,,,,••

ewe,
(..-...p,--

753-8697

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

Office
Keith &

,,,

t1

Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.

270-753-2411

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/karen Isaacs, °timers

Our Caring Continues,.

..
Kelvin Yore

-

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

•Wide range of
pre-planning options
•Personalized Flans
•Payment Options Available

753_6800

— PREPLANNING
.

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

Make It Easier
For Those You Love

4th St.

Call Jill Stephens or Jennifer

060

COUNTRY CHEVROLET
104 W. 5th Street
BENTON, KY 42025-0605

Gory Kay Is bock at
Country Chevrolet
tor NI your now o used
Wade mods.
Chevy & GMC Pickups • frailBlazers • Suburban,
Tahoes• Envoys• Yukon%
CNOVROLIIT • PONTIAC • AMICK • CMC

877-280-7970

Bus. Phone (270)527-8671
060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

FIELD AUDITOR

Be the
Best Boss
You've
Ever Had!
Utilize your entrepreneunal spurt and excellent customer service skills to
become a Route Manager at Schwan's. A leader in food sales and delnery
lot over A years, we offer a first-year earnings potential of 535.000,
building up to 545.000 by the completion of yOtlf Se<DIA year lest of
all. well get to be your own boss How's that for ring wounelf a pat
on the back?

Get the scoop on all the details by calling 1-900-3EMPLOY
114100-336-569). of e-mail sat rearm to thomasbalashCZschwans corn
tel Code 94981
(kalihed candidates must be at least 21 years old and haw a good

dming word
E0E/AA

Mediacom is a recognized leader in the telecommunications arena, serving consumers principally in nonmetro areas. Responsibilities of this position include
inspecting and auditing all CATV equipment in
assigned areas in support of the system quality.
integrity and accountability. Review company
records and equipment to determine the possibility of
illegal activity. Collect equipment and unpaid balances from customers. Investigate leads involving
illegal activities related to cable service. Preferred
experience and skills include high school diploma or
equivalent. I year CATV installation background.
ability to communicate effectively with subscribers to
promote retention and payment of services as appro.pnate. valid dnver's license, good driving record,
effective written and verbal communication skills.

and ability to work alone without supervision and
must be familiar with the job functions of an installer.
Must be willing to travel overnight 50% of the time.
Mediacom offers competitive wages, and an excellent benefit package. Pre-employment drug testing is
required.
Qualified candidates may submit resume by mail, fax
or e-mail to:

Mediacom
Attn: Karen Bast
90 Main Street, Benton, KY 42025
Fax: 270-527-2126
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
E-mail: kbast@mediacomcc.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

CAMP WOWAt.A1

Maintenance Grounds
Workers

NOW Hiring for all posi
tions, for all shifts. Apply

LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB?
Want to stay in Murray?
Enjoy woiEking with kids?
Weekends off?
Then Camp WOW is for you!

Night Shift Assembly Operators (10:30 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.)
We are looking for diverse individuals who enjoy a fast-paced rnanufactunng
s
environment, who are willing to continuously improve and grow as individual
rewards.
and as a company. Join team members who respect each other, share in
and participate in fun internal and external company activities.

INSURA

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

We offer paid training, medical/dental/life insurance, 401(1), paid
YKItiOn and more!

Children's Consignment Sale

COLD Salads are back
Chicken & Seafood San
dra D's Diner 94 Eas
(270)293-3816

- - --- ,.

and manage a route system arid take responsibility for the
sale and delnery of food products throughout an assigned territory.
Expenexe in a sales, customer servxe or business position is preferred.
A 2-pear secondary education is highly deurable, but not required

Little Blessings

Lost and Found

364 Mate Sc
Mum); KY0271

Operate

4.trer

Notice

4)k.

ii
ovi,s,

Route Manager Calvert City, KY

753-7222

020

Limousines & Vans

Now accepting
applications for
night kitchen,
dishwashers &
hostesses.
Apply in person
616 N. 12th Street

(Non-Profits Welcome)

ere.

'Wee _

gar.tJ is tabP(ePsio 1:

Help Wanted

Beginning Saturday, May 29th
••

.-, ,. ,4

Wear Headquarters

060

7:30 AM to NOON
Info. Murray Main Street

Complete Formal

Jackson at 753-1916
and place your ad today!

MEDICAL Transcnptionis
needed on a part-time ba
sis only. Please mail re
sume to the Allergy and
Asthma Clinic of West
Kentucky or you may fax
to
resume
your
(270)759-53,31

VISA:
11111

ORY
BUSINESS& SERVICE DIRECTNCE

.-. •*---.

Journeyman Lineman
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative
Mayfield, Kentucky

Corporation is seeking qualified applicants
for the position of Journeyman Lineman.
West Kentucky RECC, which is headquartered in Mayfield, Kentucky, is a distribution
cooperative serving 36,000 members in six
western Kentucky counties, and has a total
utility plant in excess of $90M.
Candidates must have a high school diploma
or equivalent, must have a minimum of 5
years of experience in electrical line work,
must possess good communication skills, and
must have the ability to work effectively with
all employees. Candidates must also demonstrate their ability to climb poles proficiently
and perform work off hooks in addition to perlove and miss you,
forming aerial lift work. This position entails
performing stand by or call-in duty. after regDottie
ular working hours.
The successful candidate will be required to
within 20 minutes of the West
reside
—1
Notice
Kentucky RECC headquarters and will be
required to join IBEW Local 816 after a 180
working day probationary period.
The cooperative offers an excellent benefit
including a competitive wage compackage,
'
mensurate with experience and qualifications. Please send resume and a minimum of
three professional or personal references by
May 14, 2004 to:

020

CALVERT City firm seeks

SERVALL

Pre-paid ads only.
for early cancellation.
refund
No

You tiptoed right into my heart,
I knew I loved you from the start.
That strong hand, that smiling face,
You were always full of grace.
Your smile, your voice, so sweet and
dear,
.You filled my world with endless cheer.
You own my heart, my precious one.
You filled my heart with endless fun.
Togetherness. each hug. each kiss,
All of this I surely miss.
I loved the times you tucked me in,
The mornings when our days begin.
dear Allen, you'll always be,
The v. hole wide world and all to me..
I'm thankful for each hour we spent,
All the happiness that you lent.
It matters not that we're apart,
You'll always live within my heart.

Help Wanted

tcr

iptt, t•ttiopptng Gutdcl 52 SV extra tor

submitted mattrir
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any

Established local
company is seeking
individuals to hire this .
week with a
strong work
ethic for 2 part time
positions. Expenence in
mowing, weed eating
and landscaping needed
and minor knowledge
of small equipment a
plus. No phone inquires
accepted.
Apply in person only

In person @ Sonic Drivein. 217 S. 12th Street.
No Phone Calls Please.
OTR Drivers, Home Most
immediate
Weekends,
openings. Run Midwest
and South Lanes, No
Touch Freight. average
2200-2500 mpw. New
Health Insurance Plan,
paid vacations, and 401K
Requirements: Class A
CDL, two years OTR,
clean MVP, Mini age 23.
800-886-7633 ext 126 at
Bestway Express, Inc.
EOE IN 041504

Murray Memorial

PAINTERS Wanted. Local
painting contractor is recruiting expenenced professional painters Must
have at least 4yrs expencall
Please
NEED Handyman 2-3 hrs ence
mesper week, yard work, (270)753-6895 leave

Camp WOW Is now hiring General Counselors, Archery
Instructor, Food Service Personnel, Challenge
Course/Ropes Course 5pecIallet, Rifle lnetructor, Pool
Director (W51), and EMT/Health Care Coordinator.

Some benefits you will receive as an
employee of Camp WOW are:
•Experience and Resume qualification
•Free Room and Board for the entire summer, including
weekends (laundry facilities available)
*Free certifications In First Aid, CPR and
Lifeguarding
.Develop lasting friendships

For more information call 270-753-4382 or
753-2319 an4 ask for Colleen "Dinker"
Anifirson or visit our
website at www.campwow.net.

Gardens
3223 US Hwy.641 N.
Murray, KY 42071

&
painting
(270)753-3332

misc

sage.

Check us out on the web!

160

60

Homes For Sale

NsfpWsisd

Help Wanted

Homes For UN
1121
[

I

HOUSE FOR SALE

Adecco

roristorair Fair"limMINV

THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE
Accepting applications for temporary, parttime and possible full-time positions in manufacturing facilities - Mayfield/Murray area.

111^41:M

All positions require drug test, background
check and previous manufacturing work
experience. Pay ranges from $7.50-$8.50 per
hour.
MedicaUDentalNision Insurance available to
all positions.
Fax resume to 270-575-3618 or call
1-800-403-9970 to make an appointment.
EOE
WF/DN

Murray Tourism Commission is accepting
applications for the position of Executive
Director. Successful candidate must possess a minimum of a bachelor's degree in
related field with experience in marketing,
public relations, event planning, and management. Also needs experience in
administration, strategic planning, financial/accounting, managing budgets, Writing, and public speaking. Must be able to
compose speeches, reports and letters;
work- with the media, state and local government, volunteers, visitors and other
organizations. Must have knowledge of
Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Power
Point), preferred experience with Adobe
software (Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign,
Acrobat) and web design software. Salary
is commensurate with experience and
education. Expected start date is approximately June 21, 2004. Please submit
applications by May 7, 2004, to Murray
Tourism Commission: Resumes, PO Box
321, Murray, KY 42071. EDE.

Full Charge Accounting Clerk needed to fill an
immediate opening in this GREAT company!
This is a tremendous opportunity for an enthusiastic, fast learner with a CAN DO" POSITIVE,
CHEERFUL ATTITUDE. This is a very fastpaced, multi-company environment, so you must
be very efficient and multi-tasked. You will be
responsible for billing customers, A/R, back-up
receptionist, as well as various other accounting
and clerical tasks. You will be a part of a dynamic team where attitude, flexibility, and a high
degree of confidentiality is a must.

836 Robertson Rd. S.
Murray, KY 42071
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, Living/Dining Room, Eat
in Kitchen, Utility Room, central heat and air,
gas fireplace, hardwood floors, screened porch,
new windows. These are just a few of the
amenities that this cute cottage home offers.
Call 753-2528 to make an appointment
to see this home!!

HOUSE FOR SALE

SPRING CREEK OAKS
4 Br., 2 1/2 bath, great room, dining
room, setting room, kitchen, eating
area, utility, double car garage, hardwood, tile & carpet floors.
Call for appointment - 753-3265

150
Articles
For Sale
DISH Network 4 roormsat
ellite system free. That's
right, hook up 4 TV's with
60 channels including local
for
networks
$34.99/month Call Beasley Antenna & Satellite
759-0901 for more information.

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
YOUR Deed Is All You
Need: We get you approved when others can't.
We own the Bank. Bad
credit, OK (731)642-6185
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

1

Apartments For Rent

LARGE 1 bedroom, fur
rushed or unfurnished All
appliances
including
washer
&
dryer
(270)759-5885
Or
(2701293-7085
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR 5340 00
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicants
Also accepting applications for fall
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex refrigerator, stove, w d hook-up,
5 min North of Murray
$250 deposit $295/rent
Call (270)489-2918 or
(270)293-3761
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fhday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
RETIREMENT living at it's
finest for ages 50th+ and
for disabled/handicapped
age 18th+. Rent subsidized 1 Bd. Apts, utilities
Appliances,
included.
lovely country setting at
Jonathan Creek with picnic area & fishing pier, fitness center, activities and
more.
much
(270)354-8888
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services
We

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

Specialize in Cleaning -

Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile

Borders

David

Phone (270)767-0313
(270)527-7176

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Your Ad Could
Furniture
Wiggins
Here
Be
=
For Only
'250°0 Per Month!
VISA

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

WADE FARMS
Landscape Designs, Installation and Maintenance
Cheaper than the nursery, with nursery quality!
Jamie Wade
Angie Gibson
1

(270436-6255
4

Free Estimates

References Available
10 Years Experience

Murray, Y

CERAMIC TILE'COMP TILE •VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET
LLI
0.

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

(.)

0

WE DO!Over lei?rs-7E728ncel
8 Visit
Our Showroom Today
•IC
•

CARPET & RI OR COVERING
Hwy 64' '

ryt.

Wks SOO

11Wrp 7C '),^ T7.00. kie..

5cEnAimc TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD •CARPET

LAWN PRO

D's Lawn Service

. of Murray

Mulching
Mowing
Broke & Tilled
Gardens
Blade Work

Mowing, Fertilizing • Mulching
Pruning
- Free .Estimates -

L

11121
270-436-6109 or 270-293-2158
Rooms For Rent
14X70 38R 1 1/2 bath w/d
Ask for Mitch Downey
in country. Near Lake
WHEELCell
ELECTRIC
Spiceland
)on
I
deposit CLEAN room for rent
plus
$325
CHAIR Attention: Medi•
270-293-6082
270-733-8-428
(270)436-2397 for appt
wtfull house privileges. 64"
care. Medicaid, and Pri
surw/d,
TV,
Screen
Big
vate Insurance Recipients. CLEAN 2BR 2 bath 492round sound. color TV in
Now available for those 8488
room. Off street parking_
10X50
Homes:
who have mobility restric- MOBILE
767-0421
tions that quality. Enjoy interior excellent condition
Total Lawn Care
ROOM for rent $200. Call
personal mobility and in- with air $1750
Lawn Establishment
01\1m,
*Mowing
dependence at the touch 14X56 Good condition (270 436-2965
*Seeding
Renovation
Lawn
*Existing
6
3
.
air
$6000
=1
with
i
h
a
button.
of
.Rolling
*Aerating
(2701437-4608
*Fertilizing
1-800-225-4336
Back-up receptionist is part of this job responsiSpecializing in:
JET 1 electric power chair NICE 28R mobile home
•Weed Control *Mulching •Bushogging
bility, relieving the front desk receptionist at
•ROOFING
pets.
or
No
rent
sale.
for
1400 Duiguid Dr. Available
shape
excellent
in
*Tractor Tilling *Grader Blade Work
lunch, when she goes to the bank and the post
•PRESSURE WASHING
7 9866
2BR
16
May
(270)293-9833
office, or on vacation.
Free Estimates
•LANDSCAPING
C/H/A
$400/egoidep, w/d.
NEW & Used Mowers foror
•TREE TRIMMING
Bob Wallace - Owner
(270)753-6194
Murray Supply 206
sale'
Send resumes to:
(270)293-7740
•FENCING
East Main (270) 753-8201
(270)
H.R. Manager
1 Bedroom apartments all 2-3BR 1 bath $550/mo,
160
*OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE
Oaks
the
1249
P.O. Box
appliances at
Home Furnishings
lease & deposit required
Apartments Coleman RE
St
9th
N.
110
Murray, KY 42071
{2701753-3930
WWW TROTTERS - 759-4118
1 BR furnished or unfur- 2BR 1 bath with garage 5
WOODSHOP COM
090
060
Full Service Lawn & Landscape Maintenance
nished $225 month, low miles from Murray No
753-0249
Childcare
&
Domestic
Help Wanted
pets pets 759-4826
no
utilities,
180
***Quality of the Amish*"
2BR brick appliances fur(270)753-3949
Lawn & Garden
Will
EXPERIENCED:
services
'Flexible Pricing
POPE design
1 OR 2br apts near down- nished. No pets. lease &
*Garages
* Vinyl Siding
after
Call
now hinng for Drafting po- clean up after new con
required.
deposit
at
starting
Murray
town
•All Work Guaranteed
COMMERCIAL Toro liquid
* Replacement Windows * Barns
sition. Auto, CAD a must struction, remodeling, be
5'00om 753-0728
Available
cooled Kawasaki 62" 50hr it2043/mn 751-4109
'References
science case work expen- fore and after renters, (270)293-2981
* Metal &Shingle Roofing * Exterior Restoration
1-2, 3br apts. furnished, 3BR 2 bath like new, sewindows
•
fl•
reSend
ence helpful
***A Company You Can Trust*"
near MSU. 753-1252 or curity system garages.
Services
*Beautiful Sunrooms
NEW & Used Mowers for120
sume to 1665 Hwy 218
fireplace. 7.5 miles. Cole753-0606
* Licensed & Insured
Screen Rooms
206
Supply
Murray
sale'
Call (270)293-8923 or (270)345-2082
bypass Paris TN 38242 or
1BR all appliances. Oaks man RE (270)759-4118
East Main (270) 753-8201
Corey Huie 270-293-9858
•First mowing free!
call (731)644-9568
NEW, nice 38R, 2BA, ga759-4118
apartments
220
MOM COMPUTERS
1 br apartment, furnished rage. lake area, Marshall
PT Housekeepers needed
Musical
A+ Certified Technician
for Lake Resort Must be
and all utilities paid. $325. county, 1700sq ft 1 yr
430
380
460
deposit.
service.
resite
On
Saturdays
dependable
month plus deposit. Near lease $895+
1
Hones For Sale
Real Estate
LOCAL piano teacher has downtown, no pets. call Aurora (270)474-8474 or
Homes For Sale
Pets & Supplies
759.3556
quired some weekdays
new openings for begin- (270) 761-20R5
(270 703-3883
140
(270) 436-2345
ning level students. Expe- 1BR apt available, all ap38R 1 3.4 bath, garage
Want to Buy
AKC German Sheppard REAL Estate 7.34 acres
SAFETY advisors $2500
attach- fenced yard near Univerrienced and loves chil- pliances furnished. Murpuppies 100% German $35.000 AND 15 72 acres 2BR house 20X20
month, manager trainee's
deck, sity $69,500 OBO No apdren. Please call Ms. Bnt- rat Realty 753-4444
line. Will be large $350 Corner of New Hwy 6880 ed garage. 16X20
$3000 month Company ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
16X20 work shop, 24X36 pointment needed 1702
270)767-9594
tan
of
w/d,
Lot
Rd
road
Purdom
MSU
near
&
1BR
(731)642-3960
9amM-F
Call
at
train.
Larry
A&F
nea
Warehousing,
will
buy 1 or all. Call
garage on separate lot. 3- Ryan Ave (270)759-0345
$300/mo/dep 2BR near MSU
$20-50 AKC Pugs, 10wk fawn frontage idea for home &
1orn only' 1-800-578-8799 753-3633
approximately 12 acre
lots
Mobile Homes For Sake
from
miles
5
$350/mo/dep
farm.
MSU w/d,
(270)753-7668
free-5 horse
$350
males
SMALL office seeking part
CASH paid for
Bedroom, 1 1-423- each. 1 mile from Buchan- BY Owner- 4
1600
$75.000
C/I-I/A
w/d,
Murray
2B
3BR
7
pups.
enCollie
receptionist/data
Lab/border
time
FOR Rent Kirksey area
big
good, used guns.
workshop.
an Park. Restricted sub di- Bath.
$600/mo/dep
Hill
942-3850
bath
2
3BR
Oak
12X60
try clerk person must be
30'X50X10 Building for wks free -black Lab feBenson Sporting Goods,
yard. $61.900. 753-4109
vision. 731-644-3889
Or
bath
2
3BR
(270)753-6194
16X80
96'
old
yr
1-2
responsible and mature
storage. heat, air & elec- male,
519S. 12th, Murray.
(270)293-7740
437-4465
Send resumes to P.O. Box
tncity Available May-July Free-mixed breed male,
Lots For Sale
OJOJWOIOSOIOJOIOC) o
0 JaJflJoJaJvJThaJ
1040J Murray Ky 42071
WANT to buy: Junk Car 16X80 Vinyl and shingle 1BR-4BR apartments. Ask overhead door for car/boat neutered (270)293-4518
free
in
days.
move
delivered. about
aflpr 4pm
{2701 489-2493
Trucks. Call (270) appliances
LOT for sale in Southwes
WANTED: Drivers to pull and
Call r.niernan_RE 759-4118
DOG Obedience
MURRAY Store and Lock
474-2540 or 836-1876 Six $12,900.
Villa $18.000 753-0539
mobile homes Must have
Or 2 bedroom duplex close to
(270)753-7975
Master Trainer
presently has units availadays a week_
460
CDL for 2yrs and have
refrigerator,
stove,
(270)293-1R37
MSU
436-2858
ble 753-2905 or 753WANTED nding mowers, 4
Homes For Sale
clean driving record. Call
hookup. 7536.
Trailer washer/dryer
Brittney
PEG'S Dog Grooming M-F
wheeler, go carts that 1983
Or
(270)753-7975
livextended
with
14X70
435-4114
$325
753-2915
needs work. 436-2867
(270)293-1837
space,' reworked, 2. 2BR apts Northwood PREMIER MINISTORAGE SHIH'TZU puppies AKC 2BR 1 1/2 bath, LRDR,
ing
room.
OBO area. All appliances fur$5500
paper den, kitchen, utility
raised,
hand
'Inside climate control
WANTED: Semi Truck
Articles
sewing room. 1 car gaor
(270)753-2351
Call
293-6968
nished
male/female
trained
storage
experidrivers with flatbed
For Sale
rage. outbuilding, extra lot,
(270)293-8258
2BR 2 bath in Cambridge
5250-$400 (270)251-0310
*Security alarmed
ence 2,000-3,000 miles
at 504 Whitnell
located
bath
2
de2BR
+
$475
14X70
III subdivision
'Safe & clean
weekly. Home on week- 10K engagement ring 1996
Call
$72.900.
be
Must
(270)145-2777
OBO
posit
$14.000
'We
sell
boxes'
Supplies
equip&
Livestock
furnish
We
ends.
$200 OBO (270)753-3167
(270)293-0755
MSU
(270)759-5940
NEAR
moved!
28R
U-Hauls
rent
•We
ment. (270)753-4498
or (270)366-6852
[Jur
cfardendEPLP
0 LP
Coleman RE 759-4118
753-9600
2004 Model Closeout:
sale
for
HORSES
apt
Bath
1
Save US Thousands, 15 .2BR,
G&C
(270)293-3352
homes must go' No $325imo •2 BR Duplex
STORAGE and
430
S375/mn
759-4406
down
money
PROPANE
Real Estate
2BR.. Duplex C/H/A
(731)642-4046
119 E. Main
Weekly
Down
RE 759-4118
Coleman
(270)753-6266
Payment
Payment
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
1
901 Sunny Ln
Cell:(270)293-4183
FOR Auctions Contac
bath Must be moved
S50
$500
room, carport.
utility
bath,
Wayne Wilson 753-5086 95 Toyota CGruilJ
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F
or
$17,500 759-2316
$475
Stubblefield 527- 93 Toyota Camry
$50
$500
Roger
or
753-4022
1102 Pogue 2BR, 1 bath,
2931
$50
$500
89 Buick Century
imercial Proo
$350 Call 753-3415 or
S60
$750
Cavalier 2 Dr.
96
Chevy
.iii'
UNBELIEVABLE 4 Bed- 753-7123
\.,,11..1,1.1,.
For Sale
$60
$750
98
be
Cavalier
will
we
us
Band
Call
Chevy
room: 1300 sq ft
EXCEPTIONALLY nice,
glad to help.
$1,000
$70
new. $34,999 Unbeat- large, 2 bedroom. duplex FOR Sale Duplex ir
98 Chrysler Sebring LXI
Murray Ledger & Times
it. Excellent location All ap- Northwood for $70,000
love
You'll
able.
$70
$1.000
94 GMC Jimmy
270-753-1916
(731)642-6438
pliances including washer Call (270)759-4406
$70
$1,000
00 Dodge Neon
& dryer. 270-759-5885 or
$70
51.500
99 Chevy Blazer LS
270-29.3-7085
$70
$1.500
Laredo
Hauler
Grand
98
Jeep
Mrstar
Auto
Haulmark
22'
03'
FORREST View Apart$70
$1.500
01 GMC Safari SLE
ments 1213 N 1681 St. Options - Color Pewter W/blk trim, 15" Chrome
570
$1.500
Dr
2
Spt
Explorer
Ford
97
now accepting applicarims, 70000 GVWR, Rear ramp door, 3rd memtions for 2br townhouses.
$50
$500
LX
Contour
Ford
96
Curbside
Beavertail.
kit,
hitch, breakaway
$360: ber in
rent
basic
$70
s1,000
01 Dodge Stratus
door 48, White ceiling liner. Insulated roof, Inbedroom
month.One
'
QC
5(Y)
(1
S70
FYt
Z71
D-nng
guard,
(-hc'vy
floor spare tire. Chrome Atp stone
Call
S330/month
ceiling
walls,
R
&
L
in
system
E-track
Mesdowns,
tie
753-1970. Leave
I-Beam track, Insulated roof & 4 side wall vents.
sage.
Come see Murray's newest rentals. Moderately priced conVERY nice roomy 28R 2 Pulled less than 2,000 mi. This trailer is in new

CJ's
Home Exterior Care

Dependable Lawn Care Service

270-293-0354 OR 753-0355

753-6491

Murray Siding

FREE MOWING!!*

Se Window Co.

S GOOD CREDIT - NO CREDIT
24 HOUR CREDIT HOT LINE!
1-888-TODAY-OK
863-2965
LATE MODELS - LOW A.P.R.'S
WE CAN HELP s AUTOMATIC APPROVALS
CALL TODAY!
BENNETT MOTORS

Need A Car? No Credit Check!

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

In

'All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753-3853

FAUGHN'S USED CARS

dos. 2 bedroom, 2 bath. Every appliance furnished. Carport
and patio. Northwood Subdivision, 1410 HIllwood Dr.

759-3772 or 293-2568

••••

both w/garage. All aPPliances, 1 yr kiss, 1 month

deposit. No pits 753-2I/05

condition. Looks sharp. $7,500.00
Homo Ph.•753-5815 or Ph. I 753-7575
Ask For Tim.

401 Sycamore • 759-3500 • 1-800-279-7715
Lot Financing - Bank Financing Warrantys
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DNJ HANDYMAN

1990 '19tt Chnes Craft
deck boat, 350 I/0 motor
extra clean, loaded
1971 15ft Arrow Bass
Boat w/65/ip rnerc Many
extras Call (270)436-2712

We cki all the odd sobs you
don't have time for Painting, plumbing electncal
all remodeling for your
home or business
293-5438

During this 30th annual
National Volunteer Week, the
American Cancer Society recognizes and celebrates the efforts of
DOZER WORK
1111111riices Offered
its millions of volunteers nationNEW nice 3br 2ba ga& REPAIR
INSTALL
rage lake area Marshall
wide, who make a positive differSEPTIC SYSTEMS &
Professiona
Go 1700sci ft Many ex- 293-1924
ence for the Society as well as for
HAUUNG.
GRAVEL
Aurora Lawn Mowing Service reli$1151(
tras
cancer patients and their families.
Public or Contract
Of
(270)474-8474
able, tree estimates
"Since our organization's incepContacta1270-753-9503
701703-3883
436-2867 Joe's Small En& ROOF
HOUSE
more than 90 years ago, voltion
REDUCED 36R lbath gine Repair Free
WASHING
have been crucially imporunteers
n
downtow
to
close
A ry
ulpldftllvA
Expenence and
making the American
in
tant
4'15-4114
r,.4A 900 nfan
436-5141 A AFFORDProfessional Equipment
the strongest and
Society
Cancer
www kyfsbodirecl com
Clean
.
HAULING
ABLE
Quality work at
voluntary health
e
effectiv
Online directory of local
pink
most
out garages, gutters,
a reasonable price
for
agency in the world today," said
& tree wodL
Insured
sale by owner houses
Tobi Pruett, community represen492-8688 Roof Repairs
527-5974
Browse listings or adver•
New Roofs, all types 29 LAWN and tractor service,
tative. "As we recognize this speuse with pies and descripCall rotor tilling, finish mowing,
years experience
week. I want to thank each of
cial
Call
on
commissi
No
tion
Carters
driveways and lawn mowvolunteers here in Calloway
our
for
info
767-9308
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- ing
(270)559-1248 or
for giving their time and
County
ING all around clean-up. (270)417-4657
our cancer-fighting misto
energy
gutters, tree work 436- LAWN Mowing 10 years
Volunteers impact the comsion.
Mole cycles A APfs
in
ng
specializi
2867
also
service
munity in ways that could not be
A-1 Tree Service
shrub and tree trimming
heritage
sottail
done without their personal
Stump Removal
2003 HD
other services available
Quality
492-8737
classic Gin metal pearl
involvement."
upon request
3800. miles mint condition
affordable
753-3594
at
service
Volunteers in Calloway County
lots 8 lots of extras
Free Estimates
prices (270)753-0462
contribute to the cancer *ght
(270)753-3332
LAWN Mowing Service through a variety of roles, efforts
2003 Kawasaki KFX-400
dependable, free estiAAA CUSTOM BUILT
and programs including:
30hr extra 2003 Kawasaki Decks. Home AdditiOns,
mates 436-2636
III Reach to Recovery — Nearly
miles
21000 orange 2700
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
specially trained breast
60,000
(270) 293-2981
Garages, Pole Barns. Met'Its time for Spnng
s nationwide work
survivor
cancer
"
,
Fencing
,
Cleaning
al Buildings
y experiencing
currentl
people
with
Sport Ublfty Vehicles
Quality Workmanship
'Carpets 'Upholstery
breast cancer, offering support, up'Emergency Water
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
Removal "Quick Drying
to-date information and other
1996 Jeep Grand Chero"Got Dirt?"
AFFORDABLE Mower
resources.
kee Laredo 80 000 miles
Call Us 753-5827
52, V-8 excellent condi- repair. Tune-up specials.
•Legislative advocacy — The
son ye clean 753-6176 Pick-up/ Delivery Work
s grassroots volunteer netSociety'
guaranteed 436-2867
MOODY'S Mower Repair work of more than 200,000 volunpick-up & deliver. 753ALAN'S PAINTING
teers successfully works to send
5668
Bring in the Spring with
messages to lawmakers
strong
,
trimming
tertand
MOWING
LaSabre professional intenor/ex
Buick
1992
that matter to people
issues
about
within
small to large yards
loaded Must see to ap- or painting reasonable
767- touched by cancer.
Steve
Satarea
!
Murray
estimates
Free
rates
sell,
to
preciate Priced
•Relay For Life — More than 3
9178
isfaction Guarantee, 731(270)436-2712
CREEK
L
NATURA
Americans (including
593-5155
million
(270)
1991 RS Camero
489-2079 M-F after 5pm
Sat-Sun anytime

1969 Mustang fast back
Needs floorboards replaced Contact Darwin
Weatherford
(274 7 2751
acm
500
im

2003 Silvered° ext., cab
5 3 V8. PW, PL. CD,
OBO
$18.200
cruise
(270)753-5904
2001 Dodge Ram 4 dr,
pick-up, red Bought new
by JT Tidwell One owner
$16,000
30,000 miles
OBO (270)753-9075 or
(270)435-4426
2000 5250 Ford Extended
cab. loaded. 7 3 power
stroke diesel 4WD, 31xxx
$24,300
miles
(270)395-7848
2000 Dodge Dakota Sport.
48,000 miles Still like
new Quad cab $12,000
(270)293-2084
1988 Chevrolet 3/4 ton
seats 4 w/back seat has
rack 350 engine, good

CARPENTRY Readditions,
modeling,
sun
docks,
porches,
rooms, roofing, sagging
floors. termite & water
Larry Nimmo
damage
or
(270)753-0353
1270)753-9372
New
ALL Carpentry
Homes, add on's, garages,
pole barns, home 8 mobile
home repair, water 8 termite damage, screened
porches, sun rooms Licened-insured Larry Nimmo
Z.51-9172 or 753-0353
ANY ELECTRICAL need,
new, old or trouble Call
LicAinsurance
Ken,
(270)75317091

\l

Design and layout,
mulch, trim, and maintenance Free Estamates,
CALL TODAY!
(270)753-9731
got
Lessons
RIDING
spring fever" Get out of
the house 8 ride. Confidence builder. Emphasis
on safety. (270)489-2777

500,000 cancer survivors) participate nationally in the Society's signature overnight community event.
Volunteer teams celebrate survivorship, remember those who
have lost their battle with cancer,
and work to raise much-needed
funds to fuel the fight against cancer.
II Look Good ... Feel BetterLocal cosmetologists perform a
patient sevice by teaching women
how to deal with their skin, hair,
and nail changes while undergoing
treatment for their diagnosis. We
are in the beginning phases of this
program, but we have already had
9 participants in the Calloway
County area that have taken part in
the programs services.
"I volunteer for the American
Cancer Society because cancer
impacts so many people including
myself ," said Brenda Peck,
American Cancer Society Look
Good...Feel Better cosmetologist
and local program coordinator. "To
help someone in their fight against
cancer is truly humbling. At the
same time, I volunteer with the
hope and resolve that, one day, we
will eliminate cancer as a major
health problem for future generations."
The Points of Light Foundation
and Volunteer Center National
Network sponsors the annual
National Volunteer Week, which
began in 1974 with an executive
order by President Richard Nixon.
For more information anytime,
call toll free 1-800-ACS-2345 or
HYPERLINK
visit
"http://www.cancer.org" www.cancer.org.

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track hoe
BRANDON'S OUTDOOR
SERVICES
'Lawn 'Mulch 'Shrubs,
*Bush Hogging 'Tilling
270-436-5277

truck $2200
•1979 Suburban 3/4 ton (270)436-2113
454. auto, good work, ye
finishing,
CONCRETE
hide, good rubber Needs
sidewalks, patios, drivepump
steering
power
estimates.
ways, free
$1200 (270)978-1084
(270)435-4619

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645
S&J Roofing free estimates: All work guaranteed. No lob too small
(9311232-9221

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Rooting, Vinyl
Sldlrig, AddltiOn, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters.
753-2592
WANTED: Lawns to mow.
References upon request.
rati (270)753-8088
YARDS to mow, all yards
push mowed. Call 753-

Horoscopes

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839.
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Shelving & Storage Systems
The only vinyl coated wire shelving in the business.
Blinds & Shades
Free Estimates - Fast Installation

13'x2' Closet
11 Average

270-753-9688

LLPL

4831 Poor Farm Road • Murray, KY 42071
Jesus owns it all

www.closetmaid.com

Aieptance Capital
44.0 rtgag e
(
-Net*

OR

REFINANCE
*PURCHASE
'PAYOFF YOUR CREDIT C.ARAIS
L
*CREDIT

Corporation
'DEBT CONSOLIDATION
04'S ALL CREDIT GRADES

COME BY TODAY Al2SOUTH 4TH STREET, MURRAY, KY

OR CALL 7:70-753-7665
TOLL FREE 88B-246-4093

START THE SEASON WITH

A

NEW LOOK

Featuring Delimit hams &Suag(aases By
Dior GUCCI kate Spade RA L PH L U
And Many Mara

R E 's

Come By Today and See Our Superior Selections!
Eye Examinations Available For Glasses & Contacts

EYES & EYEWEAR

506 N 12th Si
Ste. G
(Next to Los Portales)

Dr Douglas W Payne - Optometrist

(270)753-5507

EW MENU MEM
ON SPECIAL!

by Jacqueline illgar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, April
20, 2004:
You know what you want and are likely
to achieve those goals this year. You will
demonstrate unusual creativity and
insight, which help you seek the solution
rather than focus on the problem. A boss,
older relative or friend could seem
unusually capricious or changeable.
Learn to use this person as a creative
source. If you are in an artistic field, your
abilities will soar. Manifest your personality and strength with sensitivity to others. If you are single, you might discover
that you have a muse in a new relationship in your life. Let your imagination
flow. If you are attached, the two of you
want to strengthen your relationship in a
more meaningful way. Work toward a
special goal that both of you want
Professional opportunities appear from
October on. TAURUS can frustrate you.
Both of you can be oh so stubborn.

8101

III 5
tI \

LANDSCAPING

ALL

CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill

t
10 %I‘KI'

American Cancer Society honors
volunteers for week in April

illigoeff Molars

iews For Selo

COMPLETELY renovated
38R 3 bath wrgarage approximately 1 acre lot
24X24 detach garage
Must see to appreciate
Of
i 270)436-5408
(270)978-1107
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LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

***** Deal with others directly, and
you'll get the results you want. Others
prove to be highly responsive. Take off
your rose-colored glasses when dealing
with a child or lover. Ultimately, you will
be a lot happier knowing the real person
Tonight: Make nice.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
door.
***** Others knock on your
It's quite clear that a special person needs
more from you. You might not realize
how valued you are. Explore the possibility that as a duo you could hit a home

run. Togetherness becomes today's
theme. Tonight: Go along with others'

Home of the Calzone
Dine-In • Delivery • Carryout
size.%
persona
z
WM%
Calzone
ToPPIng

762-0441 1

°
0
;
c.2-0
.

orinv,

Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
817 Coldwater Road, Past Five Points

plans.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Dig into work, and you'll
accomplish a lot more than you anticipated. Realize your role in creating an office
or workplace that runs well. You might
be up for a pay raise or promotion.
Tonight: Work with facts, not premonitions.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Sometimes you might be easily
goaded into taking a nsk. The only
answer is "no," as much as you would
like to run with this offer. Money will
slip through your fingers if you are not
the careful Capricorn. Detach from the
immediate and research information.
Tonight: Break from routine. Enjoy yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** While others attempt to clarify,
you get more confused. Stay anchored
within. A partner or associate makes a
delightful offer, be it emotional or financial. Let it all happen. Let go of a need to
control. Tonight: The fun is at home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might be making mountains out of molehills. Is that a possibility? Others seek you out, and discussions
help ground you. You realize how: much
support you really have. Do not follow
your intuition today. Tonight. At a
favorite restaurant chatting with a friend.

ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
*** An investment on the home front
560
could pay off. Check out real estate or
Free Column
any involvement that might build security. Go forward with an idea, even if it
CUSTOM Tractor, work
Campers
a bit strange or unusual. Your high
seems
Eared
Floppy
FREE
tilling, blade work, bush
Cage in- energy takes you down a new path.
Rabbit
Brown
estimates
bumper-hitch hogging. Free
Tonight: Have a long discussion.
30FT
cluded (270)753-7656
Gerald L. Carroll, owner.
(April 20-May 20)
camper $3,600 435-4737
TAURUS
492-6159 or 293-0163
G&C
aft -r ,sm or 293-4436
***** Be more upbeat and fnendly.
STORAGE and
520
Others respond strongly today and in the
ANE
PROP
Lawn
l
Residenta
next several weeks. Could this be a reacDAVES
119 E. Main
Care
tion to your Taurus ways? The Sun in
(270)753-6266
'Mowing
your sign today clears the path in your
1994 Crest Caribbean
Cell. (270)293-4183
'Gutter Cleaning
Pontoon 25 0 length 1994
chosen direction. The unusual occurs at
p.m. M-F
a.m.-4
9
90hp
motor
'Shrub Trimming
Mercury
work; you need to flex. Tonight Smile
•Sm Tree Trimmings
leather seat cover and hill
away.
The Place to Start...
canvas cover No trailer Quality Service & AffordaGEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
Pnce $13000 can be seen ble Prices, Free Estimates
Murray Ledger 8 Times
* * Read between the lines. You are
Call David (Home) 270at Cypress Boat dock
coming from a point of secunty. Your
3-1916
(270)75
519(Mur395-9915 (Mobile)
Call (270)753-2286
impression could be very different from
2382
ray)
the facts. Carefully recheck your facts
and figures There could be a flaw in
your thinking or your addition! Find the BORN TODAY
experts. Tonight: Take a night off.
Actress Jessica Lange (1949), actor Ryan
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
O'Neal (1941), actor Joey Lawrence
***** Aim for more of what you (1976)
want. Let others pitch in and help a project move to completion. Use your unique
way of communicating, and others will
naturally join in. Understand what might
be bothering you about a partnership
Tonight: Out among the crowds
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
N.C. department heads to decide *** Deal with someone directly rather
WINSTON-SALEM,
employees can than skirting the issue. Finances play a
AP) — The last government whether their
and other large part in what happens at work. You
offices
their
building in the hometown of smoke in
could be bribed into putting in more
tobacco giant R.J. Reynolds to non-public areas.
overtime. You also might want to clarif,
A state law passed in 1993 a financial arrangement. Tonight: A must
allow smoking in its public areas
required any future regulation of appearance.
has snuffed the policy.
buildings to VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Starting on Monday, most smoking in public
of the ***** Reach out for others, espepercent
20
smokers in the Forsyth County reserve at least
it was cially experts and those at a distance
unless
smoking
for
Hall of Justice must go to a lounge building
You might be slightly confused about
cal. Some local information handed to you. Clarify and
on the building's first floor to light physically impracti
have used that investigate Avoid any extreme health
up, and employees also can smoke governments
total smoking kicks right now. Check in with the doc
enact
to
on
excepti
public
Other
in a break room.
first. Tonight: Rent a movie.
bans.

Last public building
in Winston-Salem to
allow smoking bans it

Grin

Cruise in Style this Summer

With the easy control of a point-and-go joystick and
zero-turn radius steering, you'll eat up acres of grass. Take
a spin on one tough mower-- you won't be sorry.

Experience Snapper For Yourself!

SNAPPER
We Are Your

Genuine
Snapper Parts
Dealer

raLMAY
SUPPLY COMPANY

•oto Mentit.to flocntml end •Itriatistg Nohow.*Inc.

206 East Main St. • 753-3361

"GONE IN 60 SECONDS."
isfroififaiffstoRASIsiriffiess/Nftsifi&ais,
No
Taking
Up
Garage
Storage.

buildings in Winston-Salem had
previously made such arrangements.
"When you walk out into the
lobby during a court break, you
can't breathe. It's overpowering,"
said Charles Redden, an attorney
who applauded the new policy.
Graham
Manager
County
Pervier said tobacco smoke had
become too pervasive in the building in recent years.
Pervier said the new rules allow

The All New 2005
Dodge Grand Caravan
with ..

STOW Ltioll
Seating
is
here!

No
Bulky
Lifting.

The Harmony Clothes Care System
The washer
talks.

tt I
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93anC

- eY
PEPPti

MURRAY APPLIANCE

16
2300 E Wood St. • Paris • 642-5661 • 1-806-748-88

212 East Main St. • 753-1586
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The problem of
inappropriate distrust
VAR DR. GOTT: Although
we have been married for 20 years,
my husband continues to accuse me
of having another sex partner. This
isn't true and I
have repeatedly
sworn to him
that he was my
first and only
intimate partner.
His obsession
has truly hurt
our marriage.
He insists that I
Dr. Gott am "no different
than any other
By
girls" as far as
Dr. Peter Gott he is concerned.
I wonder if
there are any other women out there
who are facing this problem of distrust, when in fact it is groundless.
What can I do?
DEAR READER: I am certain
that such unfounded allegations are
far from unusual. Some men may
insist on this fantasy for a variety of
reasons, including poor self-image,
the necessity to be "in control," personality disorders, a need to justify
their own infidelities and other factors.
In my opinion, you could permanently resolve this unpleasant situation by seeking marriage counseling. An objective, trained, professional third party — the therapist —
can work with you and your spouse
to discover the root of the unjustified distrust, and treat it.
Unless I miss my guess, your

husband will balk at this option, so
you may have to go it alone, at least
in the beginning. Although I'm not
optimistic about him changing his
tune and respecting your honesty, at
least you can learn, through therapy,
how better to cope with his unflagging preoccupation. Then, as you
become more confident and secure
in your position, he may well
choose to involve himself in the
marriage counseling.
The best result would be a
strengthening of your marriage,
commitment and mutual respect.
The worst consequence might be a
separation or divorce. But, in either
instance, you will be a winner
because, emotionally, you will have
grown and learned new techniques
that will make you a better person.
Then, you can move on with your
life — either within a modified marriage or with new, realistic challenges that you can meet and eagerly conquer.
All "girls" do not have extramarital affairs; therefore, I worry that
his sexist generalization may have,
as its basis, a pathological obsession
about women in general. You
should not have to be the victim of
this ridiculous belief. But, in my
view, this — and other related
issues — should prompt your husband to welcome professional intervention.
Now is the time to take care of
yourself. Your husband's commitmerit to getting better has to be his
decision, a choice that should not
affect your need to resolve a troublesome prejudice.
To give you related information.
I am sending you a copy of my
Health
Report "Mental and
Emotional Illness." Other readers
who would like a copy should send
a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
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Dinner conversation leaves
deaf guest out of the loop
DEAR ABBY: I was at a dinner any of the other 51 weekends. She is
party recently. One of the guests, so conniving that even a 4-year-old
who was totally deaf, was complete- could see through her.
Rick and I never interfere with
ly ignored. Not once did anyone
to her plans for Mother's Day or any
attempt
include him in other holiday.
conversaWe can't make plans in advance
the
tion. I don't and outfox her because she always
know how he issues the invitation so far in
advance. Does she have a lack of
stood it.
After dinner I class or what? How can we get
talked to him. around this? -- FRUSTRATED IN
He told me he is WISCONSIN
FRUSTRATED:
DEAR
used to being
hear- Discuss this situation with Rick's
by
ignored
Dear Abby ing people at father and the children. Tell the chilparties and hated dren their father would love to have
By Abigail
them. them spend Father's Day with him
attending
Van Buren
He was there to from now on. After all, it is supposed to be HIS special day. Say the
please his wife, who is not deaf.
He spoke well and was good at same thing to Rick's father, and it
lip-reading. He was intelligent, might be a step in the right direction
knowledgeable, and has a good job. in mending their relationship. If
He told the he would bring a good they are unwilling to cooperate, the
book to these gatherings if his wife two of you should make special
plans of your own on Father's Day.
didn't think it'd be rude.
Abby, how would you have hanDEAR ABBY: This question is
dled this? I'm going to send your
answer to every person I know. -- very important to an elderly friend
of mine, and I don't have the answer.
SHOCKED BY THE RUDENESS
DEAR SHOCKED: A gracious Abby, if you are born on Feb. 29,
hostess tries her best to assure that what day do you celebrate on the
all of her guests will have a good years that are not leap years? No one
time, and facilitates conversation. If I've asked seems to know. -- LULA
I had been the hostess, I would have IN LAKE CHARLES, LA.
DEAR LULA: There are several
spoken with the couple in advance
and elicited some interesting facts ways to deal with it. Celebrate the
about the man. Then I would have big day on Feb. 28 or March I -- or
shared them with the rest of my if he or she would prefer to age
guests, as well as the fact that he more slowly, celebrate the birthday
only every four years!
could lip-read.
GO*

DEAR ABBY: My husband
"Rick's" former wife, "Pearl," is
determined to spoil Father's Day for
my husband. It happens every year.
They have four grown children; the
youngest is 28. Pearl invites all of
the children to her house for dinner
on Father's Day. She also invites
Rick's father. (Rick and his father
don't have the best relationship.)
I know she does it to hurt Rick.
There are 52 weeks in a year, and
she could invite Rick's dad over on

DailyComics
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fg CI11E00
OW WERE'NE STAR OF THE DREAM'
WE WERE YOUNG/ 1 HAD COME
TO YOUR HOUSE TO
VOUr I PUT MY RMS
AROUND voLo
WE KISSED'

I HAD TWE BEST DREAM EVER LAST
NIGHT
I i4OPE I
WAS WIT''

WHAT 15 IT NOW?
"FEELINGS'?
ANXI ET1E5*?
"CerafilITMENT"?
*1:4511WARE-?
"SHOES"?
"CHILDREN'?
"ROMA NCE"?
WHAT"?

LookingBack
10 years ago
Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
honored the top 10 women senior
high school scholars in celebration
of National Women's History
Month. Present from Calloway
County High School were Ruth Ann
Ferguson, Marti McClard, Jaime
Pigg and Paige Patterson; and from
Murray High School were Beth
Rose, Jasmine Von Vokinburg,
Noelle Jedan, Megan Malinauskas,
Maggie Snyder, Jennie Bell, Misty
Clark, Sara Kaus, Tory Holton and
Heather Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Story
were married 50 years April 16.
Births reported include a boy to
Ginger and Cliff Pittman, April 14.
20 years ago
Charles Cella, senior at Murray
High School.. is among winners of
$1,000 scholarships from the
Scholarship
Merit
National
Program. He is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Ron Cella.
Carman Parks will be the speaker
at the annual banquet of the Hazel
High School Alumni Association to
be June 23 at Calloway County High
School cafeteria.
Births reported include a boy to
Teresa and Craig Manley and a girl
to Sharon and Joey 011son, April 11;
a girl to Eva and Albert Waggoner, a
girl to Lee Ann and Jakie Holt. a girl
to Julie and Mark Faulk and a girl to
Lori and Mark Stanbaugh, April 12.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of William
Marcum of Calloway County FireRescue Unit practicing on a new rescue operation as he guides himself
down the side of a building. Marcum
is the trainer for the squad and Mike

Famous Hand
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+87
K Q5
•K 7 6 4
*A Q 103
EAST
WEST
+104
46Q
V1 3
V A 76 2
•A 9 3
•Q J 10 8 5 2
4J 8 7 5 4 2
+96
SOUTH
•A K / 9 6 5 32
•109 8 4
•—
•K
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
Pass
3•
3+(!) Pass
. Pass
Pass
5
4+
6*
Pass
5•
Opening lead — queen of diamonds.
Complicated conventions often
lead to disastrous partnership misunderstandings. but there is no doubt
that now and then they produce sensational results.
For example, take this deal played
during the 1981 World Championship in the match between Pakistan and Australia. When Munir
Ata-Ullah and Jani Fazli held the
North-South cards for Pakistan. the
bidding went as shown.
The Pakistani pair were using a
system called SAA PP (Stone-Age

Acol with Pakistani Pre-empts). The
opening three-club bid by Fazli was
artificial and indicated one of seven
different types of hands! The actual
nature of the hand would presumably
be described later on by the threeclub bidder.
Ata-Ullah responded artificially
with three hearts, aware that if
Fazli's three-club bid was based on a
long, solid suit, it could not be hearts.
Fazli thereupon jumped to four
spades, indicating a powerful eightcard spade suit, one ace and also a
void in an unspecified side suit!
Ata-Ullah's flve-ciala bid showed
first-round control of that suit, and
Fazli's five-diamond bid identified
his void in diamonds. This was all
North needed to know, and he
jumped to six spades. closing the
bidding.
There was nothing to the play.
Declarer niffed the diamond lead.
cashed the A-K of trumps and king
of clubs, then led a heart, easily making the slam for a score of 1,430
points.
It was a magnificent triumph for
the SAAPP system. The identical
deal was played at four other tables,
and at each of them the South player
opened the bidding with four spades.
This was followed by three passes at
each table.
Perhaps we would all do well to
learn SAAPP ASAP!

Tomorrow: The sure way is the best way.

Crosswords
FCI Ft Et E.1-1- E_. Ft ca
ELIZABETH!CHECK
yourz e- mAii.I
1NERES PICS
OF mom AuTH
HER HAIR ponie
11,4 coats/ROWS?

VV CD Ft S.EOLe.)

you KNOW - BRAIDS ALL-

OvER pruR HEAP- AN'
BEADS ON THE ENDS?

WHOA' I SURE. HOPE
SHE DOESN'T
Come HOME
LOOKING LAKE
THAT!!

Ft IF I IE L.COIC4)
BURP

WITH
ONIONS

0
0

'Mu
PEANUTS009110

HERE .. IF YOU WEAR THIS
CROUJN.EVERYONE WILL THINK
YOU'RE KING OF THE J4)N6LE

WELL FROM A DISTANCE THEY'LL
NEVER KNOW IT'S CARDSOARP

1 Work with jade
6 Keys in data
11 Unusual thing
12 Less cautious
14 Ripened
as cheese
15 Sphinx locale
17 Rocky
Mountains St
18 Mild brew
19 Aurora.
in Greece
20 Worn-down
penal
21 Latin I verb
23 Everest or
Shasta (abbr
24 Kahuna s spud
25 Puppy bites
V Lhasa locale
28 Battery size
30 Yuletide drink
31 Really like
32 Ocean-liner
letters
33 Kid's shooter
(2 wds

35 Beery or
Webster
36 Rajahs spouse
37 Ran into
38 Frog's cousin
42 Big Ten sch
43 Egg - yung
44 Has permission
45 Satisfied sigh
46 Golf dubs
48 'Pretty Woman"
lead
49 Minister's
helper
51 Jose's friends
53 Does the
backstroke
54 - the
Barbarian
DOWN

Ragsdale is assistant trainer. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Mike Brandon.
Wayne Williams, Don Alley,
David Graham, Leonard Elzie,
Wilson and Reldon
Relmon
Norsworthy are new officers of the
Murray Civitan Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Cohoon, April
8.
40 years ago
Murray Board of Education met
in special session to open bids for
the four-room addition to Robertson
Elementary School.
A portrait of Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
president of Murray State College,
will beiunveiled today, April 19, at a
ceremony at Woods Hall. The portrait by Marie Holton was commissioned by the Woods Hall Dormitory
Council and will hang in the lobby
of the hall named for Dr. Woods.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Decker Jr.
50 years ago
Senator James M. Lassiter
reviewed some of the bills passed at
the last session of the Kentucky
Legislature at the Mother-Daughter
Banquet of Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Marine Pfc. Jones M. Stom, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stom of
Murray is now stationed with the
U.S. Marines at Camp Lejeune, N.C.
The senior art exhibit of James N.
Roberts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Roberts of Murray, will be on display at Mary Ed McCoy Hall
Gallery in the Fine Arts building at
Murray State College April 19-28.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. April 19. the
110th day of 2004. There are 256
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 19, 1775, the American
Revolutionary War began with the
battles of Lexington and Concord.
On this date:
In 1933, the United States went
off the gold standard.
In 1951. General Douglas
MacArthur, relieved of his Far East
command by President Truman, bid
farewell to Congress, quoting a line
from a ballad: "Old soldiers never
die; they just fade away."
In 1982, astronaitt5 Sally K. Ride
and Guion S. Bluford Jr. became the
first woman and first AfricanAmerican to be tapped for U.S.
spacemissions.
In 1993, the 5 I-day siege at the
Branch Davidian compound near
Waco, Texas, .ended as fire
destroyed the structure after federal
agents began smashing their way in;
dozens of people, including David
Koresh, were killed.
Five years ago: The German parliament inaugurated its new home in
the restored Reichstag in Berlin, its
prewar capital. The Supreme Court
ruled that a federal law aimed at
limiting e-mail smut did not violate
free-speech rights. Joseph Chebet of
Kenya won the Boston Marathon, in
two hours, nine minutes, 52 seconds; Fatuma Roba of Ethiopia won
the women's race in two hours, 23
minutes, 25 seconds.
s,
•

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1 Canary abodes
7 Canine noises 13 Drords
2 Regions
16 Understands
8 San Jose hrs
3 Clear
20 Catch a crook
9 Short query
4 Montpelier s srt
22 Total
10 Acquires
5 Potato bud
indifference
11 Have lots
6 Shop for
23 Fuelof status
clothes(2 wds )
consumption
meas
24 Stingy
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28 Overseas
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Without high-profile violence, some
fear school safety gets short shrift
iOn the Net
National School Safety and
;Security Services
http:/twww.schoolsecurity.org
,National Association of
School Resource Officers
http://www.nasro.org
Columbine Review
„Commission Report
thttp://wwwstate.cous/columbin
ins by SWAT officers and firefighters. Emergency evacuations and
lockdowns are practiced nine times
each year, a planning committee
meets monthly and a crisis team
meets four times per year to update
plans.
AP Photo
Prosecutors in Washington have
Sweet,
Jon
walks not yet decided whether to file adult
School,
High
Clark
and
Principal of Lewis
against
through a skywalk between buildings at the school in Spokane, or juvenile charges
, who was shot and
Wash. Sweet was principal when a 16-year-old student brought Fitzpatrick
wounded by SWAT officers when he
a handgun to school and was critically wounded after being
pointed his gun at them. He had
shot by police Sept. 22, 2003.
written a suicide note, and apparenthad no intention of hurting anyly
training.
threats.
"Because of our human nature, body but himself.
Children were encouraged to
No one knew that when he
report suspicious behavior by other the reality is that we're at high risk
into the school, said princiagain
until
forward
walked
students, a tactic that has led to of not moving
Swett.
high-profile
of
Jon
spate
pal
another
there's
s
expulsion
or
numerous arrests
"You can plan for and be confinationwide, and schools began (school violence) incidents," Trump
in what you practice, but every
dent
said.
programs.
ng
using anti-bullyi
is different and teachers
school
that
public
situation
show
Surveys
But while columbine prompted
to be able to think on
schools to catch up on a decade of students in Jefferson, County, the and staff have
said.
Swett
,
feet,"
feel
their
for
Columbine
district
home
plannegligence regarding safety
ning, progress has stalled and more secure and believe that
schools nationwide are in a danger- employees deal effectively with bulous backslide, said Kenneth Trump, lies, said spokesman Rick Kaufman.
president of a Cleveland consulting Students also are increasingly willfirm, National School Safety and ing to report threats or suspicious
behavior by other students.
Security Services.
"A message we truly harp on is
Administrators faced with a
can never let your guard down,"
you
or
officer
security
a
hiring
of
choice
a tutor are likely to go with a tutor Kaufman said. "It's when it surprisbecause of the increasing emphasis es us that we wish we would have
on test scores. Trump said. And tight stayed vigilant."
At Lewis and Clark High, offibudgets leave teachers precious little time for crisis or anti-violence cials have opened its doors for train-
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Slain student's hometown
now hopes for justice
PEQUOT LAKES, Minn. (AP)
— Feelings of anger, fear and pain
fueled calls for justice in Dru
Sjodin's
hometown a
day after the
body of the
University of
North Dakota
was
student
discovered in a
ravine, marking a heartbreaking end
a fiveto
month search.
Sjodin
The residents' target is Alfonso Rodriguez
Jr., the man charged with kidnapping Sjodin.
"I've talked to a lot of people,"
said Dennis Weisman, 49, an usher
at the nearby Crosslake Lutheran
Church, which Sjodin's mother and

stepfather attended.
"A lot of them want to strinehim
up. They say 'Make him suffer like
she's suffered," Weisman told the
Star Tribune of Minneapolis on
Sunday.
.Searchers found Sjodin's body
Saturday morning near a county
road northwest of Crookston.
Sjodin, 22, was last seen alive Nov.
22 at a Grand Forks, N.D., shopping
mall.
Rodriguez, 51, has pleaded not
guilty, but could face a federal murder charge now that Sjodin's body
has been found. The convicted sex
offender was arrested in December
and is jailed in Grand Forks, N.D.,
on $5 million bail.
Ralph Eggert, 41, who works at
a local golf course, said Rodriguez
should face the death penalty.
"They should bring back public
hangings," he said.

Safeco Insurance PiNGRarilir Travelers'
AUTHOR/ZIG'.46141I

1,1

MCKINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES
"YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE"
AUTO - MOTORCYCLE - RV - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI - HOME
753-3500
www.mekinneyins.com

104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
PRESCHOOL SCREENING
Friday, April 23, 2004 • 8 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

UGLY ROOF STAINS
A WA 11®
A

New Look Not New Roof

SifICO 968
ASK ABOUT LiFIETIDAS WARRAKTY

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

October 1, 2004
This screening is availablefor three (3) and four (4) year old children who will be three (3) by
nguage.
Areas to be screened include: Vision, Hearing, Motor, Concepts and Speech/La
To make an appointment or for information regarding preschool or this screening

CALL 762-3262.
Conferences will be held on the day of the screening to share results and the screening
will take approximately one hour.

Roof-Brite€
.
See VVeh Ste for Discount,
IfiANW.ARBROOF.COM

WE'VE GOT
THE RIGHT
PRICE!
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01995 Nissan
Truck...$2,500

•1994 Toyota
Camry
Nice.. $3,400

Murray Preschool Head Start is accredited by the
n for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC).
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National
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.1992 Chevy
Lumina
Van...$2,500

•1992 Ford
Fiesta
Red,
50 mpg...$1,450
•1992 Geo Prizm
Local
Car...$1,450
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

By The Associated Press
DENVER (AP) — When 16- ,
year-old Sean Fitzpatrick walked
into his Spokane. Wash., high
school last fall and fired a shot into
a classroom wall, authorities quickly responded.
School officials evacuated 2,000
students and within 15 minutes of
the first 911 call, a SWAT team had
contained the teenager inside a
chemistry lab.
Although the Spokane school
was well-prepared, experts warned
as the live-year anniversary of the
Columbine High School massacre
approached Tuesday that the focus
on school security has declined.
Even in Colorado. some schools
have not followed up on recommendations and the use of. prevention
programs has diminished.
"The problem is that when public
attention fades away. momentum
also does." said state Assistant
Attorney General Don Quick, who
served on the Columbine Review
Conimission and continues to meet
with school officials on safety
issues. "We're trying to prevent
that."
On April 20. 1999. two teenagers
Walked into Columbine High School
in Littleton with guns. knives and
bombs and killed 12 students and a
teacher before killing themselves.
In response, schools across the
nation adopted violence prevention
and response programs. They also
worked more closely with law
enforcement — a relationship that
came under scrutiny in the aftermath
of the Columbine attack.
At Columbine, no officers
entered the building until about 40
minutes after the first 911 call from
the school. Critics have said that
decision might have contributed to
the death of teacher Dave Sanders,
who bled to death from gunshot
wounds.
For decades, police were trained
under a doctrine that had patrol officers wait until SWAT teams could be
assembled to enter shooting scenes.
"We realize now that time is not
'on our side," said Curt Lavarello,
executive director of the National
Association of School Resource
Officers.
After Columbine, a review panel
recommended that Colorado schools
develop violence prevention and
response plans and update them regularly, and install a formal procedure to assess students as potential
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'94 Jeep
Grand Cherokee
Limited

•1992 Dodge Caravan, Dependable
*1992 Dodge Dynasty, Leather, Loaded
•1988 Cadillac, Two-Owner
•1993 Ford Tempo
•1994 Chevy Truck, Sharp
•1987 Plymouth Sundance, 1 Owner,
67,000 mi.
•1986 Olds Cierra, Good Transportation

•1997 Dodge
Truck
Local Truck,
94,000 mi.
$6,400
ADD YARD CARE ACCESSORIES TO ANY
L100 SERIES TRACTOR AND STILL PAY JUST $29/MONTH:

$1,350
$2,000
$2,500
$1,400
$4,000
$1,450
$750

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
Corner of 4th & Poplar Streets• Murray • 270-753-9586

This season, it's all about John Deere reliability and quality,
not to mention affordability. Buy any of our fine 100 Series
lawn tractors for introductory payments of just $29/month.
Then add extras like a trimmer, handheld blower, utility cart
or Maintenance Plan Plus for the same low introductory
payrrient.* A package deal this good won't last forever,
so don't delay. Visit your nearest dealer now.
JOHN DEERE
www.JohnDeere.com/Homeowners
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Chestnut St. • Murray KY 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
'Offer ends October 31, 2004 Subject to approved credit on John Deere Credit Revolving Plan. a service of FPC
Financial, I s b. For consumer use only Promotional payments based on total amount finance not to exceed $14,999
All inuoductory payments are fixed for the first 21 months only, with 99% APR After 24 months, the minimum required
rnomhly payment will be calculated as 2 5% of the original transaction amount with 99% APR Other special rates arid
terms may be available including financing for commercial use Available at participating dealers Sea your dealer for
details Prices end models may vary Anachrnents, accessories and Maintenance Plan Plus sold separately and could
increase promotional payment Sales in CA limited to emission-qualified products John Deere's green and yellow
are trademarks of Deere 8Company
Equei opportunity Lender
color scheme. the leaping deer symbol, and JOHN DEERE
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